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(ABSTRACT)

High computing power and flexibility are important design factors for multimedia and
wireless communication applications due to the demand for high quality services and
frequent evolution of standards.

The ASIC (Application Specific Integrated Circuit)

approach provides an area efficient, high performance solution, but is inflexible. In
contrast, the general purpose processor approach is flexible, but often fails to provide
sufficient computing power. Reconfigurable architectures, which have been introduced
as a compromise between the two extreme solutions, have been applied successfully for
multimedia and wireless communication applications.
In this thesis, we investigated a new coarse-grained reconfigurable architecture called
FleXilicon which is designed to execute critical loops efficiently, and is embedded in an
SOC with a host processor.

FleXilicon improves resource utilization and achieves a high

degree of loop level parallelism (LLP).

The proposed architecture aims to mitigate major

shortcomings with existing architectures through adoption of three schemes, (i) wider
memory bandwidth, (ii) adoption of a reconfigurable controller, and (iii) flexible wordlength support.

Increased memory bandwidth satisfies memory access requirement in

LLP execution.

New design of reconfigurable controller minimizes overhead in

reconfiguration and improves area efficiency and reconfiguration overhead. Flexible
word-length support improves LLP by increasing the number of processing elements

executable. The simulation results indicate that FleXilicon reduces the number of clock
cycles and increases the speed for all five applications simulated.

The speedup ratios

compared with conventional architectures are as large as two orders of magnitude for
some applications. VLSI implementation of FleXilicon in 65 nm CMOS process indicates
that the proposed architecture can operate at a high frequency up to 1 GHz with moderate
silicon area.
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CHAP. 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background
Various applications in multimedia have emerged as multimedia standards such as MPEG
(Motion Picture Expert Group)-1, MPEG-2, and MPEG-4 [1-3], which have been widely
adopted in industry.

Similarly, various wireless communications standards such as GSM

(Global System for Mobile communications) [46], CDMA (Code Division Multiple Access)
[4], and WCDMA (Wideband CDMA) [5], Wi-Fi (Wireless-Fidelity - IEEE 802.11) [6],
Bluetooth (IEEE 802.15) [7], WiMax (Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access IEEE 802.16) [8] have been widely adopted in applications such as cellular phones and digital
wireless computer networks.

Recently, the convergence of both multimedia and wireless

communication has brought in new types of portable multi-function communication devices
such as smart phones, PMPs (Portable Media Players) with wireless network functions, Wi-Fi
and portable digital broadcasting devices supporting various standards such as DVB (Digital
Video Broadcasting) [59], DAB (Digital Audio Broadcasting) [60], DMB (Digital Multimedia
Broadcasting) [61], MediaFlo [62] and so on.

The convergence of multimedia and wireless

communications in portable devices is enabled by deep submicron low-power SOCs (System
On Chips).
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As standards for multimedia and wireless communications evolve to support higher
quality of services and higher data rate, multimedia and wireless communication applications
demand more computing power, flexibility, and scalability. There are several approaches to
implement massive loop operations in multimedia and wireless communication applications.
It should be considered to meet the demand, and each approach has its merits as well as
shortcomings.

The first approach is hardware implementations of time consuming critical

loops using dedicated hardware blocks, which provides area efficient, high performance
solution. However, to support multiple functions using dedicated functional blocks, it suffers
from low flexibility because dedicated structures cannot be shared with other functions.

To

resolve the limitation, a hardware block is designed to be more general as the form of
accelerator which can be programmed, so that they can be shared with other functions in the
same or another application.

Nonetheless, this hardware implementation usually suffer from

inflexibility and non-scalability, which is a critical shortcoming in multimedia and wireless
communications applications considering frequent evolution of standards and field
upgradeability.
The second approach is software implementations of necessary functions using general
purpose processors such as microprocessor and DSP (digital signal processing) processors.
However, general purpose microprocessors and DSP processors have often fail to provide
sufficient computing power necessary for converged multimedia and wireless communications.
To improve the computing power of processors, various processor architectures such as VLIW
(Very Long Instruction Word) processors [63], vector processors [64] have been introduced,
but the computing power is still insufficient to implement all functions of multimedia and
wireless communications in software.

Additionally, this approach is less power and area

efficient compared to the ASIC approach, which makes it less competitive.

As a

compromise between the two approaches, ASSPs (Application Specific Standard Products)
selectively combine hardware dedicated blocks, accelerators, DSPs and general purpose
processors in a SOC.
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The third approach is reconfigurable architectures which have been introduced as a
compromise between the two extreme solutions, and been applied for multimedia and wireless
communication applications as surveyed in [6],[7]. Reconfigurable architectures are flexible
and scalable and can provide reasonably high computing power, and hence they are suitable
for multimedia and wireless communication applications.

Fig. 1 shows conceptual

performance versus flexibility positions of the three approaches.

A reconfigurable

architecture, especially a coarse-grained architecture to be discussed later in this section, is
positioned in the solution space, while the other approaches are not.

This dissertation

research concerns on reconfigurable architectures due to the suitability of the reconfigurable
architectures for multimedia and wireless communications applications.

Fig. 1. Performance versus flexibility of three approaches
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1.2. Reconfigurable Architecture
A reconfigurable architecture can be configured in run-time or compile time, which offers
higher flexibility compared to ASICs and higher performance compared to general purpose
processors. Because of the reasonably high computing power with low NRE (Non Recurring
Engineering) cost, reconfigurable architectures are commonly used for fast proto-typing
purposes.

The flexibility of reconfigurable architectures offers another merit, easy field

upgradeability and support of multi-mode operations.
A reconfigurable architecture has evolved from the logic-level fabric to the processinglevel fabric [6],[7].

The logic level fabric is a fine grained architecture, in which logic level

circuits are mapped into configurable LUTs (Look-Up Tables) and routing. An LUT is a
function generator that can implement any logic function with a predetermined number of
inputs.

Generally, an LUT has four inputs and 16 entry memories that store the output bit for

given input conditions.

An example for a fine-grained architecture is an FPGA (Field

Programmable Gate Array), which consists of an array of programmable logic units,
specifically LUTs and a grid of programmable interconnects. For example, an Altera FPGA
has LE (Logic Element) arrays, which contains a four-input LUT, a programmable register
and a carry chain with carry select capability. Each LE drives all kinds of interconnects such
as local, row, column, LUT chain, register chain, and direct link interconnects.

A Xilinx’s

FPGA has CLBs (configurable logic blocks), which are programmable as a four-input LUT,
16 bits of distributed memory, or a 16-bit variable-tap shift register element.

Each CLB

element is tied to a switch matrix to access the general routing matrix.
In contrast, the processing level fabric is a coarse grained architecture, which incorporates
pre-designed processing elements such as adders, multipliers, shifters, and logical units as
building blocks.

Since mid 1990, various coarse grained architectures have been introduced

such as DP-FPGA [18], KressArray [19], Colt [20], Matrix [24], RAW [28], Garp [14],
REMARC [25], MorphoSys [26], CHESS [21], DReAM [22], RaPID [23], PipeRench [12],
and PADDI [29]. Coarse-grained architectures have three common features, (a) word-level
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processing element (typically word size in range of 4 bits to 32 bits), (b) array of processing
elements connected each other and (c) configuration to determine the operation of processing
elements and routing of interconnections.

There are several major design issues in coarse

grained architectures including topologies and interconnections, granularity, and configuration
methods.

Note that modern commercial FPGAs adapt a coarse-grained architecture by

including many processing elements.

More details on existing coarse grained architectures

will be described in Chapter 2.
A coarse-grained architecture has several advantages over a fine-grained architecture [7],
[8].

A coarse grained architecture consists of multi-bit processing elements or datapaths

which can be implemented in area efficient and high performance custom circuits.
Compared to a fine-grained architecture, , the coarse-grained architecture is more suitable for
multimedia and wireless communications owing to multiple area efficient and high
performance processing elements.

In addition, a coarse-grained architecture requires less

configuration information to implement a set of predetermined functions, which results in less
configuration memory and less configuration time.

However, a coarse-grained architecture

is inflexible compared to the fine grained architecture, and is inefficient for bit level
operations and operations that require the special structure of datapath. This thesis concerns
only coarse grained architectures whose advantages offset disadvantages for multimedia and
wireless communications.
Some critical loop operations such as discrete cosine transform and motion estimation for
multimedia applications and filter operations, equalization operations in wireless
communication applications usually consume a good portion of the total execution cycles.
The key issue in implementing multimedia or wireless algorithms onto a coarse-grained
reconfigurable architecture is to map critical loops into processing elements to meet the
computing need.

Most coarse-grained reconfigurable architectures are designed to support

efficient execution of those critical loops.

For example, MorphoSys [26] is targeted to

perform critical loops of MPEG such as motion estimation and DCT.

Chameleon [30] is
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designed to support critical tasks like PN generation, demodulation, and cell searching in
CDMA protocols.
The major technique for efficient execution of loops for reconfigurable architectures is
pipelining, which is widely employed for coarse-grained reconfigurable architectures,
achieves high throughput.

Several compilers are available to generate a pipelined datapath

from a given data flow graph and to map the pipelined datapath onto processing elements [9][14].

In addition to the pipelining, in this thesis, an LLP (Loop-level Parallelism) technique

is considered as execution model for coarse-grained reconfigurable architectures since it
utilizes high degree of the parallelism available in multimedia and wireless communication
applications. The LLP was investigated initially for parallel computing machines such as
supercomputers and multi-processor systems, and it executes multiple iterations concurrently
in a loop with multiple processing units [15]-[17].

Lilja [17] described various scheduling

methods for LLP on a shared memory multi-processor system [17].

Various scheduling

strategies are used to determine processors to execute certain iterations by considering loop
carried dependency and sharing resources.
In this thesis, we investigated a new coarse-grained reconfigurable architecture based on
LLP to meet key objectives – high performance, flexibility and scalability with reasonable
silicon area and power consumption - of evolving multimedia and wireless communication
applications.

Our reconfigurable architecture called FleXilicon is designed to execute

critical loops efficiently, and is embedded in an SOC with a host processor which handles the
other part of applications excluding critical loops.

The proposed architecture aims to

mitigate major shortcomings with existing architectures through adoption of three schemes, (i)
wider memory bandwidth, (ii) a reconfigurable controller, and (iii) flexible word-length
support.

The simulation results indicate that FleXilicon reduces the number of clock cycles

and increases the speed for all five applications simulated.

The speedup ratios compared

with conventional architectures are as large as two orders of magnitude for some applications.
VLSI implementation of FleXilicon in 65 nm CMOS process indicates that the proposed
architecture can achieve a high operation speed up to 1 GHz with moderate silicon area.
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1.3. Summary of Contributions and Scope of the Research
This thesis presents a new coarse-grained reconfigurable architecture called FleXilicon for
multimedia and wireless communications applications, which improves resource utilization
and achieves a high degree of loop level parallelism (LLP).
Main research contributions of this dissertation are as follows.
-

We propose an effective architecture for LLP executions. The proposed architecture is
designed to be suitable for the LLP execution in terms of topology and the type of a
reconfigurable architecture.

-

We propose an effective datapath array for LLP executions. The LLP execution
requires multiple execution units for concurrent execution of loop iterations. The
datapath is designed to meet the requirement considering other design factors such as
high operating frequency and flexible word-length support

-

We propose an effective memory structure for high memory bandwidth.
execution requires more data access than pipelining execution.

The LLP

The proposed memory

structure is designed to meet the bandwidth requirement.
-

We propose design of a reconfigurable controller with low area and low reconfiguration
overhead. Area efficient design provides more flexibility in given area cost.

Low

reconfiguration overhead improves reconfiguration time and memory requirements.
-

We investigated speed and area efficient VLSI implementation of the proposed
architecture.

-

We simulated some major multimedia, wireless communication applications using our
system model and analyzed the results.
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The scope of this dissertation research is limited to
-

Investigation on the structure of a reconfigurable controller embedding LUTs.
thesis does not cover LUTs and the structure of LUTs.

The

It is assumed that conventional

LUTs based on FPGAs are used for the proposed architecture.
-

Investigation on high bandwidth memory systems.

However, it does not cover design

of memory cells. It is assumed that conventional multi-port memory cells are used.
-

Manual mapping of loops for applications considered.

The thesis does not cover the

investigation on compiler design although it describes the factors to be considered in
compiler design.

All loops were mapped manually.
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CHAP. 2. PRELIMINARIES

2.1. Existing Coarse-grained Architectures
In this thesis, existing coarse-grained architectures were surveyed and investigated. In
this chapter, eight different existing coarse-grained architectures are discussed.
2.1.1. MATRIX
MATRIX [24] is a coarse-grained reconfigurable architecture that unifies the instruction
processing and data processing, which enables the implementation of various types of
architectures.

It is composed of an array of identical, 8-bit functional units with a

configurable network.
•

Topologies & interconnection

Mesh structure with nearest neighbor connection and four bypass connection among other
functional units.

The MATRIX network is similar to FPGA but it has dynamically switch 8-

bit bus connections.

It also has global lines for row and column global distribution of data.

Fig. 2 shows the topology of the MATRIX and example implementation of systolic array for
8-tap FIR filter.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 2. MATRIX architecture. (a) the network, (b) the example implementation of systolic array.
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Fig. 3. The structure of MATRIX’s BFU.

•

Processing element & Granularity

The Basic Functional Unit (BFU) is a basic building block composed of 256×8b memories,
8-bit ALU and control logic as shown in Fig. 3.

The memory supports two reads and one

write operation. The ALU supports logic functions, addition, subtraction and multiplication.
The BFU allows three operation types – datapath operation, memory operation and control
circuit.
•

Configuration

method

Configuration word is used to configure the connection among BFUs.

A control logic in

BFU generates control signals through comparators and 20-input, 8-output NOR blocks which
can be configured.

MATRIX provides flexibility since it can be configured as different

forms of computing machine – micro coded ALU, SIMD/VLIW, and systolic array datapath.
However, micro coded ALU and SIMD/VLIW type implementations require many BFUs as
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program controls and program memories, which results in low utilization of BFUs for
execution purpose.

For systolic array type implementation, the functionality of BFU is

limited once the BFU is configured.

MATRIX was implemented to VLSI using 0.5µm

CMOS process and has a footprint of 1.5mm×1.2mm and it is running at 100MHz operating
frequency
2.1.2. REMARC
REMARC [25] (Reconfigurable Multimedia Array Coprocessor) is a coarse-grained
reconfigurable coprocessor and composed of an 8×8 array of 16-bit processor, called nano
processor, which is tightly coupled with a main RISC processor.

REMARC is tightly

coupled to host processor by sharing the instruction pipelines.

Fig. 4. The topology of REMARC
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•

Topologies & interconnection

REMARC has 8×8 mesh structure with four 16-bit nearest neighbor connections and 32bit horizontal and vertical global buses among other nano processors as shown in Fig. 4.
•

Processing element & Granularity

The nano processor has a 32-entry nano instruction RAM, a 16-bit ALU, a 16-entry data
RAM, an instruction register (IR), eight 16-bit data registers (DR), four 16-bit data input
registers (DIR) and a 16-bit data output register (DOR) as shown in Fig. 5.

Through 32-bit

HBUS and VBUS, data can be broadcasted to other nano processors in same row or column.

Fig. 5. The diagram of nano processor
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•

Configuration

method

Each nano processor has 32-entry nano instruction RAM that configures a nano processor
and a global control unit provides a 5-bit PC value, “nano PC” pointing their internal RAM.
All nano processors use the same nano PC.
REMARC accelerates some of multimedia applications but fails to outperform the fine
grained FPGA coprocessor in certain applications like the VLD of MPEG2 decoding [25].
REMARC is suitable for regular structured operations like 1-D, 2-D DCT.

However, it is

not efficient for applications which don’t fit into the mesh structure because of limited
interconnection among nano processors.

In a 0.25µm process, the area of REMARC was

estimated to 1.74mm×5.0mm. (8.7mm2)

2.1.3. MorphoSys
MorphoSys [26] is a reconfigurable computing system and composed of an array of
coarse-grained reconfigurable cells (RCs), a context memory, a frame buffer and a RISC
processor which controls the operation of its RC array.
•

Topologies & interconnection

As shown in Fig. 6, in MorphoSys, 8×8 mesh structure with complete row/column
connectivity per quadrant ( 4×4 array ) is used.

At global level, there are horizontal and

vertical buses called express lanes, which transmit data between RCs of adjacent quadrants.
Frame buffer and a DMA controller are used for high-bandwidth memory interface.

The

reconfigurable cell (RC) array is tied to the host processor, TinyRISC processor which
executes sequential tasks of the application while RC array executes parallelism available in
an application’s algorithm.
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Fig. 6. The array structure of MorphoSys.

•

Processing element & Granularity

The RC has a 28-bit fixed-point ALU, a 16×12 multiplier, and a register file as shown in
Fig. 7.

The ALU provides 25 functions including absolute difference value and multiply-

accumulator operations. Two input multiplexers select one of several inputs – outputs from
neighbor RC, outputs within the same quadrants, horizontal and vertical express lane, FB data
bus, and RC register file, based on control bits from the context word in the RC Context
Register.

15

Fig. 7. The structure of RC

•

Configuration

method

Each RC is configured through a 32-bit context word which is stored in the Context
Memory and broadcasted to the RC array in two modes: column broadcast and row broadcast.
MorphoSys provides dynamic reconfiguration method such that the Context Memory can be
updated concurrently with RC Array execution, which reduces configuration time.
MorphoSys provides performance improvement in some multimedia applications
compared to other conventional DSP and processors.

Like REMARC, MorphoSys is

suitable for regular structured operations like 1-D, 2-D DCT but it is not efficient for
applications which don’t fit into the mesh structure.

MorphoSys was implemented in VLSI

using 0.35µm with four metal layers and the area of the chip was estimated to be 180 sq.mm
(a RC is measured to be 1.5 sq. mm).
2.1.4. PactXPP
PactXPP (eXtreme Processing Platform) [27] is a commercialized reconfiguration
architecture that consists of processing array element (PAE), a packet-oriented communication
network, a hierarchical Configuration Manager and a set of I/O modules.
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•

Topologies & interconnection

As shown in Fig. 8, clustered array structure with horizontal busses and configurable
switch-objects is used. The buses can be segmented by configurable switch object in PAE.
•

Processing element & Granularity

The PAE has a Backward Register (BREG) object, a Forward Register (FREG) object, a
fixed point ALU and memory object as shown in Fig. 9. The ALU object in the center of the
PAE provides the following functionality: logical operators, basic arithmetic operators, and
special arithmetic operators including comparators and multipliers.
the BREG object are very similar.

The FREG object and

The main difference is the processing direction: top-down

for the FREG and bottom-up for the BREG object. Both objects provide the following
functionalities: routing of data, dataflow operators (for stream merging, multiplexing, demultiplexing), basic arithmetic operators, and lookup table for boolean operations on events
and event stream processing (LUT).
•

Configuration

method

Each PAE stores locally its configuration state which low level CM provides dynamically.
Configuration data is transferred from external or global RAM to the leaf CM by the root CM
of the tree called supervising CM.

XPP provides performance improvement in some

multimedia and wireless communication applications compared to other conventional DSP
and processors.

Since XPP uses horizontal buses for the communication among PAEs, the

resource utilization might be limited by the bus contention.
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Buses

ALU PAE

RAM I/O PAE

Fig. 8. The topology of PactXPP architecture

Fig. 9. The structure of ALU PAE
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2.1.5. RAW
RAW [28] is a multi-processor system on a single chip with configurable networks.
•

Topologies & interconnection

Tiled structure with four point-to-point 32-bit buses which can be routed through one
static communication router and two dynamic communication routers among other MIPS
processors is employed as shown in Fig 10.

Fig 10. The topology of RAW architecture
•

Processing element & Granularity

The MIPS based processor has an eight-stage integer unit, a four-stage floating-point unit,
a 32-KB data cache, 96KB instruction cache.
•

Configuration

method
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Each processor is running a program in instruction memory. Only routing is configured in
static or dynamic.
RAW was implemented using 0.15µm, six-level copper ASIC process. The size is
estimated to 18.2mm×18.2mm. The worst case frequency was targeted to 225MHz.

RAW

provides performance improvement through parallel execution in multiple processors in the
tile.

RAW is more like a multi-processor system rather than reconfigurable architecture

since only reconfigured part is routing among processors. Similar to other mesh structured
architecture, it is suitable for structured applications with a lot of pipelined parallelism.

The

processor in RAW is flexible but less area and power efficient compared to processing
elements and ALUs in other architectures.
2.1.6. PADDI
PADDI (Programmable Arithmetic Devices for high speed Digital signal processing) [29]
is the first version of coarse grained reconfigurable architecture which proved the concept of
the coarse grained reconfigurable architecture through implementing in 1.2µm CMOS
technology.
•

Topologies & interconnection

Clustered 1-D array of eight Execution Units with a crossbar network for interconnection
among EXEs is used as shown in Fig. 11.

Fig 11. The topology of PADDI architecture
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•

Processing element & Granularity

As shown in Fig. 12, 16-bit EXUs (Execution Units) has two register files, a ALU which
provides a fast carry select adder, a logarithmic shifter, single cycle comparison, min-Max
function, and an instruction memory NANOSTORE.

The EXE’s normally provide 16-b

accuracy, but two can be concatenated for increased 32-b accuracy.

Fig. 12. The structure of EXE.
•

Configuration

method

Each EXU has an 8 entry 53-b NANOSTORE which provides VLIW instructions.
External sequencer broadcasts a 3-b global instruction to each EXU.
PADDI was implemented in 1.2µm CMOS technology, the area was measured to 8.8mm×
9.5mm and it can run up-to 25MHz. PADDI provides performance improvement through
concurrent operations with multiple processing elements EXEs.

The crossbar provides

flexible connectivity among EXUs which enables highly efficient operation mapping.

It

suffers from limited programmability because of small number of entry in configuration
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memory.
2.1.7. Chameleon
Chameleon [30] is the commercialized reconfigurable architecture targeting to wireless
communication application, which has three subsystems: RPF (Reconfigurable Processing
Fabric) which contains the array of processing elements, PIO (Programmable I/O) banks, and
embedded processor.
•

Topologies & interconnection

The RPF is four slices of three tiles that consist of seven 32-bit DPUs (Data Path Unit), two
multipliers, four local memories, and a control logic unit as shown in Fig. 13.

For routing of

nearby DPUs, full crossbar connection is used. For longer distance routing among DPUs, one
clock pipeline delay is added.
•

Processing element & Granularity

The DPU consists of an instruction memory, a barrel shifter and a 32-bit ALU. The MPU
performs 16×24-bit or 16×16-bit single-cycle multiplications.
•

Configuration

method

Each DPU is programmed with eight user-defined instruction stored in the instruction
memory.

The Control Logic Unit (CLU) implements a finite-state machine to select the

instructions stored in the instruction memory.

The CLU consists of a PLA, state registers,

and routing multiplexers.
Chameleon was implemented in 0.25µm process with a 125MHz clock.

Chameleon

provides performance improvement through concurrent operations with multiple processing
elements DPUs.

However, it suffers from limited memory bandwidth among local memories

and DPUs. Additionally, it has limited flexibility because of small number of entry in
instruction memory.
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Fig. 13. The topology of Chameleon architecture
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2.1.8. AVISPA

AVISPA [31] is a reconfigurable accelerator which replaces fixed ASIC coprocessors in
the SOC design.
•

Topologies & interconnection

As shown in Fig. 14, AVISPA has four PSEs (Processing Store Elements) and a control
PSE.

A PSE is a VLIW-like datapath consisting of interconnect networks, functional units,

register files and local memories.

A control PSE contains branch units and a load/store unit

dedicated to external memory access.

All PSEs are connected each other via the data

communication lines.

Fig. 14. The topology of the AVISPA architecture
•

Processing element & Granularity

A PSE is a VLIW-like datapath consisting of several interconnection networks, functional
units (FU), register files (RF) and local memory as shown in Fig. 15.

Each PSE has a 16-bit

ALU, a 16-bit multiplier, a 40-bit accumulator, a 40-bit barrel shifter, two load store units, 4kB local memory.
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Fig. 15. The structure of PSE

•

Configuration

method

The configuration memory stores 512 entries of 510-bits VLIW instructions which control
four PSEs and a control PSE.
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2.2. Classification of Coarse-grained Architectures
While various types of classifications for coarse grained architectures were made in
previous papers [6][7][23], in this thesis, new classification of existing coarse grained
architectures which categorizes them into two groups, datapath-oriented and instructionoriented, based on the type of instructions performed by underlying processing elements is
proposed. A processing element for a datapath-oriented architecture executes only one type
of operation once it is configured, and a required dataflow is constructed by routing necessary
processing elements.

A datapath-oriented architecture usually has mesh-structured

processing elements, and the architecture is suitable for mapping loops into a pipelined
datapath, which achieves high throughput.

However, in general, the architecture results in

low resource utilization, equivalently high performance as to be discussed in next section.
Several existing architectures such as MATRIX [24], REMARC [25], MorphoSys [26] and
PactXPP [27] belong to this group.
In contrast, in an instruction-oriented architecture, a processing element of performs a
sequence of operations, which are defined by instructions, micro-codes, and/or control signals.
Instructions are stored in a configuration memory and fetched by a controller to control the
processing element.

Instruction oriented architecture usually has 1-D array topology.

Existing reconfigurable architectures belong to this group include RAW [28], PADDI [29],
Chameleon [30], and AVISPA [31].

The major difference of the two different architectures

is that processing elements are configured to form a datapath in datapath oriented architectures,
while the instruction memories are configured to support different types of instructions in
instruction oriented architectures.
As mentioned in earlier chapter, in this thesis, the LLP is the target execution model for
mapping a loop into a reconfigurable architecture, since it achieves a significant speedup with
a large number of processing elements in the reconfigurable architecture.

To implement the

LLP on a datapath-oriented architecture, the body of the loop is replicated on a mesh, and
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multiple iterations are executed concurrently using hybrid of both pipelining and LLP
techniques.

This scheme is employed for Chameleon architecture presented in [32].

However, low resource utilization still remains as an issue in case that large redundancy is
introduced during the mapping, which will be discussed in the example in later section.

For

instruction-oriented architectures, as a processing element can execute the entire body of a
loop in sequence, employment of the LLP is simply to assign a loop body of single iteration to
a processing element such that multiple iterations are processed concurrently across the
processing elements, which leads to high resource utilization with the LLP for multimedia and
wireless communication applications.

In this thesis, two different types of architectures – the

instruction oriented and the datapath oriented were identified and investigated in terms of
resource utilization when employing the LLP to the reconfigurable architecture. As the
result of this investigation, target architecture type is selected.
TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF EXISTING COARSE-GRAINED ARCHITECTURES
Topology

Granularity

Execution type

Host interface

PADDI

Clustered 1D Array

16 bit

Instruction Oriented

Tightly coupled

REMARC

8×8 2D Mesh

16 bit

Datapath Oriented

Tightly coupled

MATRIX

2D Mesh

8 bit

Datapath Oriented

-

MorhoSys

8×8 2D Mesh

16 bit

Datapath Oriented

Tightly coupled

PACT XPP

Clustered 8×8 2D Mesh

-

Datapath Oriented

Loosely coupled

RAW

4×4 2D Mesh

32 bit

Instruction Oriented

-

AVISPA

Hierarchical 1D Array

16 bit

Instruction Oriented

Loosely coupled

Chameleon

Hierarchical 1D Array

32 bit

Instruction Oriented

Loosely coupled

Table 1 shows the summary of existing architectures and describes what topologies,
granularities, and host interface methods are used for those architectures. As shown in Table
1, five of them use 2-dimesional mesh structured topology.
granularity of processing elements.

16-bit is the popular number for

Depends on host interface, some are tightly coupled with
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a host processor sharing the pipeline stage while others are loosely coupled with it.

The

functions of a reconfigurable architecture in tightly coupled type of architectures are
performed through instructions in a host processor by sharing the pipeline stages.

For a

loosely coupled case, it is controlled by host processor at the task level, not instruction level.
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2.3. Resource Utilization
Resource utilization is the key factor to achieve high performance for reconfigurable
architectures, and it can serve as a key metric to decide an appropriate architecture type. As
categorized earlier, two different types of existing architectures such that datapath-oriented
and instruction-oriented architectures have different resource utilization depending on the
mechanism to execute loops.
iterative loop.
Fig 16 (b).

Fig 16 (a) shows an example pseudo code for a simple N

The loop body of the code can be transformed to five operations as shown in

Fig 16 (c) shows a transformed data flow graph (DFG) of the loop body, which

can be mapped to processing elements.
Fig 17 shows a mapping of the DFG in Fig 16 onto an 8×8 mesh datapath oriented
architecture, which employs pipelining and the LLP. In this mapping, it is assume that a
processing element (PE) has four possible connections with its neighbor PEs. Each PE is
configured as a required operator, and interconnections are configured to form the datapath
flow.

Note that delay elements are necessary for the pipelining.

Fig 17 (a) indicates the case when I/Os are available only at the boundary of the mesh.
Most PEs are idle during the operation, and some of them are assigned simply as delay
elements to provide interconnections to the I/O bus. Note that PEs usually do not have large
memory to store temporary results of loop calculations.

Further, only two iterations can be

mapped onto the mesh due to lack of available input ports, and hence the degree of the LLP is
two.

Only 10 PEs out of 64 PEs are used for actual processing to result in 15.6% of resource

utilization.

When unlimited number of I/Os are available as shown in Fig 17 (b), the degree

of parallelism increases to eight, and the resource utilization to 62.5%. It should be noted
that an unlimited I/O accessibility alone does not guarantee high resource utilization because
of the mismatches between a mesh structure and the DFG of a loop body. In addition, severe
reconfiguration overhead incurs if the size of a DFG exceeds the size of a given mesh.
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Fig 16. Example loop and data flow graph of its loop body. (a) Pseudo code of N iterative
loop. (b) Operation assignment results. (c) DFG of loop body.

Fig 17. Mapping onto a datapath oriented architecture (a) With limited I/Os. (b) With
unlimited I/Os
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Fig 18 illustrates the LLP for execution of loops on an instruction oriented architecture
with unlimited I/Os, in which operations of a loop are executed on the same PE sequentially,
and multiple iterations are executed concurrently on different PEs.

Similar to datapath

oriented architectures, I/Os are a critical factor for resource utilization for instruction oriented
architectures.

In contrast, high resource utilization is achieved for instruction oriented

architectures as long as the number of iterations of a loop exceeds the number of available PEs,
and it is usually the case for the target applications.

Therefore, instruction oriented

architectures offer higher resource utilization and hence better performance than datapath
oriented architectures. Based on this observation on resource utilization when employing the
LLP, an instruction-oriented architecture is chosen as target architecture for multimedia and
wireless communications application.

Fig 18. LLP for an instruction oriented architecture with unlimited I/Os
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2.4. Problems in Existing Architectures

Although instruction-oriented architectures are suitable for the LLP execution, there are
three major shortcomings for existing reconfigurable machines.

First, since the LLP

increases simultaneous memory accesses linearly to the number of parallel operations,
existing machines suffer from shortage of available memory bandwidth.
factor for high performance.

It is the limiting

Second, since a controller should have a sufficient

configuration capacity to handle a given loop body, it results in large overhead and leads to
inflexibility.

Finally, the number of processing elements should be sufficiently large to

achieve a high degree of parallelism in the LLP.
2.4.1. Memory Bandwidth
An instruction oriented architecture has a higher demand on simultaneous peak memory
access than a datapath oriented architecture.

For example, the instruction oriented

architecture in Fig. 3 requires 128 input and 64 output memory accesses at certain peak times,
while the datapath oriented architecture in Fig. 2 requires 48 input and 8 output memory
accesses constantly.

PEs with a limited memory bandwidth should wait at certain peak

cycles until necessary data is available from the memory.

Therefore, wide memory

bandwidth is a critical design issue to realize high degree parallelism for the LLP. However,
existing instruction oriented architectures fail to provide sufficient memory bandwidth to
maximize the LLP.

To name a few, Chameleon [30] provides configurable memory access

up to 128 bits, which is insufficient for seven 32-bit PEs.

PADDI [29] uses a crossbar switch

to provide non-conflict connections among PEs, but it has a limited memory access capability.
The memory system for the proposed architecture provides guaranteed operand access from
local memory to PEs, which maximizes the LLP.
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2.4.2. Controller design
A memory-based controller determines the operations of PEs for a conventional instruction
oriented architecture.

A sequencer generates global instructions, which in turn, select

VLIW-like instructions of a reconfigured memory. These memory based controllers have
several problems.

First, the size of an instruction memory is typically small such as eight

entries for Chameleon [30] and PADDI [29].

If single iteration requires a larger number of

instructions than supported by the instruction memory, the instruction memory should be
reconfigured.

It causes serious degradation of the performance.

To support a larger

number of instructions, the memory size should be increased, which increases area overhead
of the controller.

Second, since a localized controller cannot be shared among PEs,

independent controller is required even when all PEs have the same functionality. Third, a
memory-based controller is not suitable for control of instruction pipelines, as each pipeline
stage requires different memory locations.

Hence, it necessitates a large size memory for

super-pipeline stages. Finally, to process branches or control flows, a sequencer should
operate at a higher frequency than PEs, which might limit the operating frequency of the PEs.
PADDI [29] uses an external sequencer as a global controller which generates 3-bit global
instructions.

The global instruction points eight different nano-store memories, which

contain eight 53-bit VLIW instructions.

Similarly, Chameleon [30] has a CLU (Control

Logic Unit), which consists of a PLA for finite state machine and selects 8-word instruction
memory to control DPUs (Datapath Units). AVISPA [31] has VLIW-like controllers and a
configuration memory.

Unlike other instruction oriented architectures, RAW [28] uses a

microprocessor as a PE.

Hence, instructions are fetched and decoded to execute operations

like a conventional microprocessor. As the result, the area overhead for instruction cache,
instruction fetch logic and decoder logic is high.
2.4.3. Sub-word Parallelism
Various algorithms in multimedia and wireless communication applications require various
precisions of data.

For example, audio algorithms generally require high precision ranging

from 16 bits to 24 bits. An 8-bit to 16-bit resolution is common for video algorithms.

A
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wide range of precisions from 4 bits to 32 bits are used for wireless communication algorithms.
Sub-word parallelism (SWP) is a method to increase the parallelism by partitioning a datapath
into sub-words, so that multiple sub-word data can be processed concurrently [34].
Therefore, the SWP can be used effectively for parallel processing of the various precision
data in multimedia and wireless communication applications.
Only a few of reconfigurable architectures adopt SWP in a limited fashion.
supports 32-bit addition concatenating two 16-bit EXUs (Execution Units).

PADDI [29]

Chameleon [30]

supports two 16-bit addition and single 32-bit addition in DPU (Datapath Unit).

In addition,

two types of multiplications, 16×24 and 16×16 are provided without the benefit of additional
parallelism.

None of mesh structured architectures supports the SWP, since additional

interconnections among PEs is costly.
To mitigate these problems, a new instruction-oriented reconfigurable architecture called
FleXilicon [33] is proposed.

FleXilicon increases the memory bandwidth with employment

of a crossbar switch network (XBSN).

FleXilicon adopts a reconfigurable controller, which

reduces the overhead associated with execution of instructions.

In addition, flexible word-

length operations for FleXilicon increase the sub-word parallelism (SWP) [34].
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2.5. Consideration of Target Application

2.5.1. Selection of target application
For tuning of the architecture and architecture evaluations, a Viterbi decoder, a 16×16
SAD (Sum of Absolute Difference), a DFT (Discrete Fourier Transform) block for a GPS
(Global Positioning System), a GSM pulse shaping filter, a MP3 cosine filter were selected
and analyzed.

We implemented the target applications on the proposed architecture and

modified the architecture based on the profiled results. In addition, we profiled the frequent
used operations and optimized the processing element design based on the profiling.
The Viterbi decoder is a common decoder that decodes the received signal originally
encoded by a convolution encoder in digital communication systems.

The decoder

implemented in this thesis is based on soft-decision with the constraint length 9 and the 1/2
rate meeting IS-95 standard, which is the first generation of digital cellular phone standards.
Major critical functions is profiled into the branch and path metrics and the ACS (Add
Compare Select)
The 16×16 SAD (Sum of Absolute Difference) is a key operation for motion estimation in
the H.264 [45] which is identical to MPEG-4 part 10 and has been widely employed in digital
audio/video systems.

The SAD function repeats single pixel SAD operation 256 times with

256 pixel positions and accumulates the SAD values.
The remaining three implementations involve MAC operations with different bit-widths
and are frequently used in multimedia and wireless communications.

The DFT for GPS is

used to find peak energy, and it can be implemented with 8-bit × 8-bit MAC (Multiplication
and Accumulation) operations [48].

The GSM pulse shaping filter is used to attenuate

sidelobes of GSM modulation signals, which can be implemented with 16-bit × 8-bit MAC
operations [46].

Finally, the MP3 cosine filter is used for generation of sub-band audio
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signals for MPEG audio, which can be implemented with 16-bit × 16-bit MAC operations [47].
The three implementations are useful to compare the effectiveness of the SWP for a given
architecture.

2.5.2. Viterbi decoder
In this section, more details on Viterbi decoder will be presented.

Viterbi decoder

analyzed in this research is the soft-decision Viterbi decoder for IS-95 standard (constraint
length 9 and 1/2 rate). A function CalculateBMPM() written in C shown Fig. 15 is the major
critical function in Viterbi decoder, which calculates the branch metrics, the path metrics, and
updates states, and stores the branch for the trace-back.

According to profiling result, this

takes 99% of execution time in Viterbi decoding. An inner loop with 256 (NS) iterations is
the main loop to be accelerated by PES.

This loop has following features: 256 iterations, no

loop carried dependency, 4N+1 memory read accesses per N iterations, 2N memory write
accesses per N iterations.

Maximal parallelism can reach up to 512 since 256 iterations can

be parallelized through the loop parallelism and loop body can be parallelized by the factor of
2.

The loop body of the inner loop can be transformed into DFG (Data Flow Graph) as

shown in Fig. 20 (a). In order to increase resource utilization through the memory reuse, two
DFGs for different iteration can be merged into single DFG as shown in Fig. 20 (b) using
graph merging technique.

Therefore, one loop body can generate two states with one time

calculation of branch metric.
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// K = 9, n = 2, 3-bit Soft-decision Viterbi Decoder.
// Symbol is represented with 3-bit binary soft data.
#define DATALENGTH 11
#define K 9
#define M K-1
#define NS (1 << (K-1))
// 256
void CalculateBMPM(void) {
Initialize stateJS, survivorJS;
for(i = 1; i <= DATALENGTH + M ; i++) {
for(j=0; j<NS; j++) {
// Calculate Path Metric and Branch Metric
bmA = abs( quantized[q] - symA[j][0]*7 ) + abs(quantized[q+1] - symA[j][1]*7);
bmB = abs( quantized[q] - symB[j][0]*7 ) + abs(quantized[q+1] - symB[j][1]*7);
pmA = stateJS[i-1][j>>1] + bmA;
pmB = stateJS[i-1][(1<<(K-2) | j>>1)] + bmB;
if(pmA<pmB) {
stateJS[i][j] = pmA;
survivorJS[i][j] = 0;
}else {
stateJS[i][j] = pmB;
survivorJS[i][j] = 1;
}
}
q +=2; // Next Input
}
}

Fig. 19. The pseudo code of the branch/path metrics calculation function
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Fig. 20. DFG of loop body. (a) DFG of loop body, (b) After DFG Merging

Using the feature of symbols in butterfly structure and assuming that reference symbol
value is constant 7 (3-bit resolution), DFG can be simplified corresponding symbol data as
shown in Fig. 13 using following simplification method.

Since the value of x is in-between 0

to 7, the branch metric can be converted as following equation (2).

BM = abs(x – 7) = 7 – x,

when symbol is 1

BM = abs(x – 0) = x,

when symbol is 0

(2)

As shown in Table 2, according to symbols, branch metric BMs can be represented as four
different operations as shown in Fig. 21.

The DFGs are more simplified with this conversion.
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TABLE 2. BRANCH METRIC OPERATION ACCORDING TO SYMBOLS
Symbol

00/11

01/10

10/01

11/00

BM A

x0 + x1

7 + x0 – x1

7 – (x0 – x1)

14 – (x0 + x1)

BM B

14 – (x0 + x1)

7 – (x0 – x1)

7 + x0 – x1

x0 + x1

x0
x0
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-
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-
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Fig. 21. DFG transformation depending on symbols
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2.5.3. Motion estimation
In this section, the 16×16 SAD (sum of the absolute difference) which is basic operation of
the motion estimation in the H.264 [45] is discussed.

In the motion estimation algorithm, a

16×16 macro block in current image frame is compared with multiple blocks with different
offset in reference frame (previous frame) to obtain the motion vector.

The SAD is the

popular method for measurement of the difference between the current frame and the previous
frame.

The offset with minimum SAD value is selected as the MV (Motion Vector).

The

16×16 SAD repeats 256 iterations of single pixel SAD operation with the variation of pixel
position and accumulates SAD values.

int I;
int j;
unsigned sad = 0;
for (i = 0; i < 16; i++) {
for (j = 0; j < 16; j++) {
sad += abs(srcImg[j + i*16] - refImg[j + i*pitch]);
}
}
return sad;

Fig. 22. Pseudo codes of 16x16 SAD function.
The loop body of the inner loop shown in Fig. 22 can be transformed into DFG (Data Flow
Graph) as shown in Fig. 23 (a) after the loop unrolling.

Since accumulation operations in the

loops have the loop carried dependency, the tree height reduction technique discussed earlier
is used in order to eliminate the dependency as shown in Fig. 23 (b).
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2.5.4. Filter operations
In this section, three different types of filter operation onto FleXilicon architecture are
discussed. Three filter applications are a DFT (Discrete Fourier Transform) block for a GPS
(Global Positioning System), a GSM pulse shaping filter, and an MP3 cosine filter.
The GPS is a system for aid to navigation using multilateration techniques with multiple
satellites, which determines the location based on the intersection of multiple sphere surfaces.
There are two major loops which consume most of execution cycles in GPS receiver – a
coherent correlation summation loop with CA code and a DFT loop [48]. The DFT loop for
GPS is used to find peak energy within a two dimensional grid of frequency and hypothesis,
which provides information on Doppler frequency and time delay such that coordinate of
location can be calculated using multilateration technique. GSM (Global System for Mobile
communications) is the 2nd generation cellular standard based on TDMA (Time Division
Multiple Access). In this thesis, a GSM pulse shaping filter in modulator was analyzed,
which is used to attenuate sidelobes of GSM modulation signals [46].

MP3 (MPEG-1 Audio

Layer 3) is a digital audio encoding standards in MPEG-1 standards and is widely used in
digital audio systems [47].

This uses a lossy compression algorithm based on

psychoacoustic model and provides wide range of bitrate for given applications.

In this

thesis, the cosine filter was analyzed, which is used for generation of sub-band frequency
domain signals and consumes around half of total decoding cycles.
Fig. 24 (a), (b), and (c) show the pseudo codes of the loop for three different filter
implementations in GPS, GSM and MP3, respectively.
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for(k = 0; k < 8; k++) {
for(j = 0; j < 32; j++) {
sum = 0;
for(i = 0; i < 160; i++) {
sum += coeff[j][i] * inp[k][i];
}
outp[k][j] = (sum>>5);
}
}

(a) GPS non-coherent accumulation loop

for(k = 0; k < 105; k++) {
for(i = 0; i < 48; i++) {
sum = 0;
sum = h_coeff[i][0]*inp[ptr];
sum += h_coeff[i][1]*inp[ptr+1];
sum += h_coeff[i][2]*inp[ptr+2];
sum += h_coeff[i][3]*inp[ptr+3];
sum += h_coeff[i][4]*inp[ptr+4];
outp[k][i] = sum;
}
ptr++;
}

(b) GSM pulse shaping filter loop

for(k = 0; k < 18; k++) {
for(j = 0; j < 32; j++) {
sum = 0;
for(i = 0; i < 32; i++) {
sum += coeff[j][i] * inp[k][i];
}
outp[k][j] = (sum);
}
}

(c) MP3 Cosine filter loop

Fig 24. Pseudo codes of three different filters
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CHAP. 3.

FLEXILICON ARCHITECTURE

3.1. Design objectives
This research proposes a new reconfigurable architecture which meets design objectives for
demanding multimedia and wireless communication applications. In addition, it resolves
problems in exiting reconfigurable architectures.

There are several design objectives to be

met as described below.

Performance
Current wireless communication and multimedia applications require high computing power
as new standards released.

Additionally, the performance requirement is much stricter than

other applications since most of wireless communication and multimedia applications require
real-time operations.

Therefore, meeting the performance requirement is a critical design

objective which needs to be achieved in this research.

To meet the performance requirement,

the research focuses on architectural optimization and high speed circuit techniques such as
increasing the parallelism, optimizing the instruction sets for target applications, minimizing
the reconfiguration overhead and increasing operating frequency.

To increase the

parallelism, good number of processing elements should be provided without any performance
bottlenecks in executing in parallel. To optimize the instructions sets, an efficient datapath
should be designed for critical instructions which should be identified through profiling target
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applications.

The reconfiguration overhead can be a critical performance bottleneck in

certain cases in which frequent reconfigurations are required for task switching.
reconfiguration can be achieved thorough efficient reconfiguration method.

The prompt

Finally, a high

operating frequency should be achieved through high speed VLSI circuit designs for critical
datapaths and controllers.

Scalability
The scalability is an important design feature which enables the feasible enhancement for
increasing demand of the performance and the capacity.

The scalability has two

requirements – the performance should be linearly increased and the complexity should not be
exponentially increased according to scaling.
designed considering two scalability requirements.

In this research, architecture should be
To obtain linear increase of performance

gain, linearly scaled I/O bandwidth should be guaranteed.

To avoid the increase of the

complexity, a simple interconnection method among processing elements should be proposed.
In this research, a hybrid of two types of interconnection methods resolves those issues.

Flexibility
Flexibility is a major design goal of reconfigurable architecture since it provides various
benefits- programmability, upgradeability, multi-mode operations, as described earlier.
However, more flexibility indispensably requires the overhead of area and performance.
Reconfiguration time can be critical performance overhead when frequent reconfiguration of
huge configuration data is required in runtime.

More configuration information requires

more memory space to store them, which causes high area cost.

This research aims to

propose the efficient reconfiguration method which minimizes overheads.
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Reasonable area cost and power consumption
Minimizing the area cost is one of the most important design factors to realize the proposed
architecture as a competitive solution.

Design should be area efficient and consume

reasonable power consumption comparably with other design solutions.

This research

provides the estimation result of the area and power consumption by implementing the VLSI
circuits.

Resolution of problems in existing reconfigurable architectures
As mentioned in the previous chapter, there are several design problems to be addressed in
existing reconfigurable architectures when employing the LLP into reconfigurable architecture.
To resolve these design issues, in this research, a new instruction-oriented reconfigurable
architecture called FleXilicon [33] is proposed.
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3.2. Proposed Architecture
3.2.1. Overall Architecture
FleXilicon architecture is a new coarse-grained, instruction-oriented, reconfigurable
architecture which accelerates extensive loops in multimedia and wireless communication
applications with following salient features.
z Massive parallelism with SWP support
z Optimal design of processing elements
z High operating frequency with pipelined instructions
z High memory bandwidth
z Scalable design
z An efficient flexible reconfigurable controller
FleXilicon is designed to be an efficient accelerator which will be embedded in the SOC
being connected to a host processor. FleXilicon handles the critical loop part of application
while the host processor handles the control dominant part of it and manages the task control
of the FleXilicon. FleXilicon has an array of n processing element slices (PESs), where n is
scalable. A PES is the basic block for the LLP, and hence execution of multiple iterations of
a loop in parallel is feasible with an array of PESs.

It is also feasible to allocate different

outer loops or simultaneous multi-threads to different PESs.

Interconnections among PESs

are limited to simple neighboring connections to minimize the overhead according to scaling,
where the data transferred to only neighboring PESs.

Fig.25 shows the overall architecture

of FleXilicon.
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Fig.25. Overall architecture of FleXilicon
The PES, in order to support multiple iterations in inner loops, has an array of processing
elements – PEMs which has high speed datapaths controlled by a controller reconfigured.
One PES consists of two local memories, an XBSN (Crossbar Switch Network), 16 PEMs
(Processing Element and Multipliers) and a reconfigurable controller. The local memories
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provide storages for input/output data streams to be read/written by the host processor.

The

XBSN provides various types of memory accesses and flexible word length operations.

The

reconfigurable controller is responsible for generating control signals for the local memories,
the XBSN, and the 16 PEMs.

The array of processing elements, PEMs can execute multiple

operations in single cycle, where the number of operations depends on the type of the
operation such as 32 8-bit ALU operations and 16 8×8 multiplications.
One PEM can perform single 8×8 MAC operation and two 8-bit ALU operations, and it
consists of two PEs, two PACCs (Partial Accumulators), and one 9×9 multiplier.

A PE

consists of three 8-bit ALUs, five 8-bit data registers, and a status register. To protect results
from overflows or underflows during accumulations, two PACCs can be configured as a 16bit accumulator or two 8-bit accumulators.
A PE supports various operations including general ALU operations such as addition,
subtraction, logic operation, and configurable application specific operations such as ACS
(Add Compare Select), SAD (Sum of Absolute Difference), weighted sum and clipping
operation. Other application specific operations may be added to a PE by configuring the
datapath of the PE.

These configurable operations reduce the number of clock cycles for

loop processing when implementing algorithms of wireless communication and multi-media
applications. Reconfigurable controller, which controls a XBSN, local memories and PEMs,
is composed of LUT based fine-grained reconfigurable circuits, user registers and control
signal generation datapath.

The host processor can access the user registers in the

reconfigurable controller to initate, manage and retrieve tasks in the FleXilicon.

Examples of task assignment in PES array
In Fig. 26, mapping examples of task assignment across the PES array (when scalability
factor, n is 8) is presented.

To achieve higher throughput, different outer loop or different

independent tasks can be allocated to different PESs and executed concurrently. Tasks can
be assigned to PES differently depending execution model of PES array.

First, as shown in

Fig. 26 (a), different loop parallel tasks can be assigned. Eight motion estimation tasks –
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SAD16×16 with different offset of search area are assigned and executed concurrently in
different PESs.

In this case, same controller can be used across the PES array.

Second, as shown in Fig. 26 (b), simultaneous multi threads can be assigned to different
PES, which requires independent controller.

This example shows the different tasks in DVB

and GPS decoder are processed simultaneously.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 26. Examples of task assignment in PES array. (a) Motion estimation, (b) DVB+GPS
decoder

3.2.2. Processing Element Slice (PES)
As noted earlier, a PES is the basic processing unit for the LLP, and its structure is shown in
Fig. 27.

To provide enough memory bandwidth for the LLP, a PES has two 16kB (512

entries with 256-bit each) memories.
the two local memories.

Two independent addresses index two 256-bit data of

Through the XBSN, two operand registers fetch 256-bit operand

data to be processed by 16 PEMs.

The XBSN includes two 32×32 8-bit crossbar switches,

so any 8-bit word among 32 operands can be fetched to any operand register.
A local memory has 256-bit wide dual input/output ports (two ports for read and two ports
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for write), which enable simultaneous read/write access from the host and processing elements.
The memory system enables a fetch of 64 8-bit operand data in single clock cycle,
equivalently, two operand data for each PE, under any operating condition. Hence, it meets
the peak demand for memory access during loop executions.

Since the versatility of memory

access is an important factor to support various types of algorithms in multimedia and wireless
communication applications and to minimize the communication overhead among PEs, the
XBSN provides various types of memory accesses including broadcasting and butterfly access.
Versatile memory accesses enable efficient execution of various algorithms which requires
complex memory accesses during loop executions.

Fig. 27. Structure of a PES
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Fig. 28. Instruction pipeline stages. (a) PE operation, (b) Multiplication operation, (c) MAC
operation, (d) Multi-cycle PE operation

Fig. 28 shows a few configurable instruction pipeline stages for a PES.

LD is the first

pipeline stage, where 512-bit data are loaded from the local memory to sense amplifiers.
XBSN is the operand fetch stage through the XBSN, PE is the execution stage, MULT is the
multiplication stage, and ST is memory write stage.

Fig. 28 (d) is the case when multiple

clock cycles are required for the execution stage.
3.2.3. PEM (Processing Elements & Multiplier)
A PEM can perform single 8b×8b MAC operation, single 8bx8b multiplication, single 16bit ALU operation, two 8-bit ALU operations and two 8-bit configured PE operations and it
provides guard bits against overflow and underflow during multiple accumulations.

As

shown in Fig. 29, a PEM consists of two 8-bit PEs, two PACCs (Partial Accumulators), and
one 9×9 multiplier.

Two PACCs can be configured as a 16-bit accumulator or two 8-bit

accumulators so that up-to 65,512 iterative accumulations can be supported without overflow
theoretically.

A carry propagates through two PEs to two PACCs or single PE to single

PACC unit according to bit width of accumulation operation.
To support signed multiplication in the DASM which is newly proposed multiplication
method and will be discussed later, a 9-bit multiplier is used rather than 8-bit multiplier.
Multiplier results are transferred to two PEs so that addition accumulation can be executed in
following cycle.

For single word multiplication, only multiplier is enabled and results can be

bypassed to local memories or to internal registers in PEs.

Multi-word multiplication and
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MAC operations are executed in pipeline manner with latency of two cycles, which means
multiplication result is obtained in every cycle.

For non-multiplication operations, two

operands simply bypass the multiplier through selection multiplexer.

At this time, multiplier

is in idle and non-multiplication operations are executed in single cycle with single cycle
latency as shown in Fig. 28 (a).
Unlike conventional ALUs and processing elements which consume 2 operand words and
generate single word, PEM consumes 2 operand words and generates single word result with
single word accumulation guard bits. This additional guard bit information will be stored in
local memories and processed afterwards, which is useful when summation of partial
accumulation results is performed for higher bit-width MAC and accumulation operations.

Fig. 29. Structure of the PEM

3.2.4. XBSN (Cross Bar Shifting Network)
FleXilicon embedding the proposed XBSN supports flexible word-length operations such as
shift, MAC, and addition/subtraction, which leads to a high degree of SWP. The XBSN is
the key block for supporting these multiple various word length operations.

Through XBSN,

flexible word length shift/rotation operations, specifically 8-bit, 16-bit and 32-bit shifts are
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supported.

In addition, it also supports various types of operand fetches and the sign

extension of operands for multi-word ALU operations and DASM which will be discussed in
this section. Considering multi-word data from memories are fetched simultaneously and
those are not necessarily aligned according to PEs where operations are assigned to, flexible
operand fetches through the XBSN are very critical since the limited operand fetch results in
inefficiency of operation assignment, which consequently means low resource utilization and
low performance gain.

Fig. 30. Structure of an XBSN
The proposed XBSN as shown in Fig. 30 consists of multiple sets of multiplexers, which
provide various dataflow paths from local memories or PEs to operand registers. A shuffler
shuffles data words of two local memories for better supporting of multi-word ALU and
multiplication operations.

A scramble multiplexer SC_MUX performs bit-scrambling and a
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crossbar switch selects 32 operands out of 32 operands.

A sign extender extends the sign of

operands for signed multiplication and signed multi-word ALU operations.

A bypass mux

bypasses operands to operand registers disabling the crossbar switches.

The XBSN

consumes one clock cycle in instruction pipeline stages.
With combination of using shufflers, SC_MUXes, crossbar switches and sign extenders, the
XBSN provides various types of memory fetch method in a single cycles.

Including simple

multiple operand fetches, it also can provide broadcasting of any bit-width operands such that
single operand can be broadcasted to all PEs, which is useful for fetching a filter coefficient
shared through all PEs. In addition, any type of un-aligned operand in local memories can be
aligned to PEs that consume them accordingly, which is useful for supporting irregular
operand fetches like butterfly operations and multi-word operations.

Because of this flexible

multiple operand fetches in a single cycle, many memory cycles can be saved and memory
bandwidth requirement can be easily met through the XBSN, which is very critical for LLP
execution as mentioned earlier.
The XBSN performs not only flexible and high bandwidth of memory fetches but
additional features.

One of additional operations of the XBSN is a flexible word length

shifting and rotating operations, specifically 8-bit, 16-bit and 32-bit shifts and rotates.

Fig.

31 illustrates one-bit arithmetic shift right operation using scrambling multiplexers
(SC_MUXes) and a 32x32 8-bit crossbar switch.
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Fig. 31. One-bit arithmetic shift right operation
A scramble multiplexer SC_MUX performs a bit scrambling operation, which produces 8bit words by collecting corresponding bits from the operands.

For example, all LSBs of the

operands, (a0, b0, c0, d0, e0, f0, g0), are packed into a single word. The XBSN selects bit
positions to be passed to the descrambling multiplexer. Scrambled data are descrambled
through the descrambling multiplexer SC_MUX.

Scramble and descramble multiplexers

with an incorporation crossbar switch eliminate the need for multiple barrel shifters to save
the silicon area.

It also provides multiple flexible word-length shift operations, which is not

feasible with a conventional barrel shifter.
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where amsb is upper half of A, alsb is lower half of A, w is the bit width of A and B.
The XBSN is designed to support a new scheme called DASM (Divide, Accumulate and
Sum Multiplication), which provides flexible word-length MAC operations.

Various

reconfigurable multiplication and MAC architectures have been published [52][53].

As

described in [54], a MAC operation can be expressed with lower precision multiplications as
in (1).

Ai and Bi are multiplicand and multiplier, respectively, where i is accumulation index.

The scaling factor is used to align the partially accumulated results for summation. A partial
multiplication can be expanded repeatedly with half precision multiplications until it reaches
atomic multiplications.

Partitioned multiplication results are partially accumulated, and

scaled partial products are summed later.

This method enables high speed flexible word-

length MAC operations, which can be accomplished with parallel 9-bit multipliers
(implemented with PEMs).

Even though additional sum cycles are required for the

summation of partial products, MAC operations are accelerated with parallelized high speed
of multiplications, and summation of partial products are required only at the end on MAC
iteration.
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Fig. 32. Pipelined execution of the DASM
Fig. 32 illustrates the DASM procedure for 16×16 MAC operations.

Four iterative 16×16

MAC operations can be performed with four 8×8 PEM units as shown in Fig. 32. An XBSN
divides multiplicands into 8-bit chunks and feeds them (with the sign extension) to appropriate
PEM units. Each PEM accumulates four independent and divided MAC operations in five
cycles, and four partial results are summed in four cycles. FleXilicon provides various types
of single or multiple MAC operations (such as sixteen 8×8, eight 16×8, five 24×8, four 32×8,
four 16×16, two 24×16, two 32×16 and one 32×32 MAC) using 8×8 atomic MAC units of
PEMs.

An XBSN supports various sizes of multiplicands necessary for flexible word-length

MAC operations.
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3.2.5. PE (Processing Element)
The PE has three ALUs, 8 to 4 switching matrix, 8-bit data registers, status registers, carry
control logic and multiplexers as shown in Fig. 33 (a).
be performed in single cycle.

Three different ALU operations can

An 8 to 4 switching matrix provides flexible operand fetch

from 8 operand sources – accumulator, operand registers, four temporary data registers and
immediate values from the controller.

Depending on execution result of PE, a status register

updates the status which denotes four different states – carry, overflow, zero, and negative.
A carry control logic handles carries from the lower word PE for multi-word operations.

For

flexible word-length support, 8-bit PEs in multiple PEMs are concatenated to construct a wide
bit-width adder or subtractor, in which each PE is configured as a carry selection adder to
minimize the critical path delay.

The PE can execute various types of operations by control

signals generated in reconfigured controller which has 81-bit control signals to specify PE’s
operations. Similar to other instruction oriented architectures, in the FleXilicon architecture,
the PE can execute different operations in every cycle.

Logic
8bit CLA
Mux0

Mux1
Saturation
Shiter

(a)

Condition
Check logic
Carry logic

(b)

Fig. 33. The structure of the PE and the ALU (a) the PE, (b) the ALU
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The ALU is atomic processing unit which has an 8-bit logic unit, an 8-bit high speed adder,
two selection multiplexers, saturation logic, a simple shifter, a condition check logic, and a
carry logic as shown in Fig. 33 (b). By controlling the control signals, the ALU can provide
following basic operations: Addition/Subtraction, min/Max, logical operations, ABS operation,
and 4-bit amount arithmetic shift. By controlling the control signals in ALU, following
possible operations can be supported. Each ALU has 14-bit control signals.
z

Addition/ Subtraction

z

Min/Max selection

z

Logical operations: XOR/AND/NOT/NOR/BYPASS

z

ABS operation

z

4-bit amount arithmetic shift

Examples of configured instructions
By controlling the PE, following examples of configurable instruction sets are supported as
shown in Fig. 34.

In conventional microprocessor, some of these operations require multiple

instruction cycles, while the PE provides single-cycle instructions.
z ACS ( Add Compare Select )
The ACS instruction performs two additions, compares the result and selects minimum
of result.

This can be effectively used for Viterbi decoder implementation.

To

support this instruction in the PE, two upper ALUs operate as adders and lower ALU
performs comparison and selection as show in Fig. 34 (a).
z CLIP
The CLIP instruction clips data with the upper and lower limit. This instruction is
useful for de-blocking filter in H.264 AVC implementation. In the PE, as shown in
Fig. 34 (b), two upper ALUs perform the comparison with given immediate values –
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upper and lower bound.

A lower ALU selects appropriate result according to the

comparison result.
z SAD ( Sum of Absolute Difference )
This instruction is specific for motion estimation in video application, which
summation the absolute value of difference of two inputs. In PE, as shown in Fig. 34
(c), an upper ALU performs subtraction and a lower ALU accumulates the absolute
value of results.
z Weighted sum
This instruction can relieve the requirement of computing power for interpolation in
H.264 implementation.

Two upper ALUs shift the input as the amount of weighted

factor and a lower ALU adds two weighted results as shown in Fig. 34 (d).
z Correlation
De-spreading function in CDMA system can be easily implemented using this
instruction. As shown in Fig. 34 (e), an upper ALU negates or bypasses the input
depending on correlation bit generated by controller and a lower ALU accumulates the
results.
z Multi-word addition/subtraction
Various precision addition and subtraction can be supported. To accelerate multiword additions and subtractions, the carry select adder is formed by controlling a PE;
One of upper ALU performs addition with carry ‘1’ and other with carry ‘0’. A lower
ALU selects the result according to a carry result propagated from lower significant
word of PE as shown in Fig. 34 (f)
In addition to these instructions in the example, by controlling the PE differently, various
types of single cycle instructions can be provided for demanded operations.
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Fig. 34. Examples of configured instructions (a) ACS, (b) CLIP, (c) SAD, (d) weighted SUM,
(e) Correlation, (f) multi-word addition.
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3.2.6. Reconfigurable controller
As mentioned in earlier, the memory-based controller in existing instruction-oriented
architectures has a limitation in controller design; limited programmability, area inefficiency,
and limited operating frequency.

To resolve these issues in controller design, a

reconfigurable controller (RC) is proposed.

Unlike memory based controller, the RC

employs a LUT based controller such that more flexible controller can be implemented
compared to memory based controllers which use a sequencer.

In the LUT, the controller

can be configured freely as a centralized FSM shared among PEs or dedicated FSMs for PEs.
However, in memory based controller, no dedicate controls are available for a centralized
sequencer meaning the limited flexibility, no share for dedicated sequencers meaning the area
inefficiency.
To minimize the overhead in storing of configuration data and generation of control signals,
the proposed RC has datapaths for control signal generation and signal mapping logics for
compression of control signals.

Since the memory based controller requires more memory

space for more flexibility, it can’t be a realistic solution for controlling a XBSN and local
memories which require 72-bit of controls. The RC has different types of datapaths and

Host bus

mapping logics for high frequency, area efficient flexible control.

Fig. 35. Structure of a controller
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The reconfigurable controller (RC) of a PES generates control signals for configured
instructions accordingly in instruction pipeline stages – LD, XBSN, MULT, PE, and ST.
The RC is a core block for reconfiguration in the FleXilicon architecture since it is the only
part reconfigured and others controlled by this. Fig. 35 shows the structure of the proposed
RC, which consists of an LUT, user programmable registers, an address generation unit
(AGU), a control signal generation datapath, and a status data buffer. The AGU, consisting
of four address registers and three address generation adders, is a pre-designed block
responsible for generation of control signals for local memory access.

The control signal

generation datapath provides generation and re-mapping of control signals for the XBSN and
the PEMs. The host processor communicates with the controller through user registers to
initiate the controller or to retrieve the status of the controller and the PES. The status data
buffer stores the values of status register in PEs, which can be transferred to the local
memories.
The proposed controller adopts a fine-grained LUT (Look Up Table) based reconfiguration
block like an FPGA.

Unlike previous memory-based controller, the proposed controller

maps combinational logic and sequential circuits onto LUTs and high speed pre-designed
datapaths to generate control signals.

The complexity of the proposed controller is, in

general, simpler than existing memory-based ones, since it supports only required operations
of the loop, not all possible functionality of a PE. Further, while mapping the controller onto
LUTs, conventional logic optimization techniques can be applied for logic minimization.
Finally, a controller can be shared across multiple PESs to exploit the benefit of the LLP.
There are three different types of control signals.

Some of signals are bypassed from

LUTs and some are generated from mapping memory and others are generated from datapath.
When the control signals are bypassed from LUTs, controller implementation is flexible but
area cost might be high since it requires massive interconnection from LUTs to controlled
elements.

In case that control signals are generated from the mapping memory, the area cost

for global interconnection can be minimized while flexibility is limited. The number of entry
for mapping memory is another design decision factor which trades off the area cost and the
flexibility.

When the control signals are generated from datapath, high speed control can be
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provide with limited flexibility.
As shown in Fig. 36, there are different types of controller for three different sub-blocks local memories, XBSN, and PEs. For local memories, datapath AGU (Address Generation
Unit) generates control signals for the memory transaction. For XBSN block, hybrid of a
datapath and a mapping memory is used since it needs complicated calculation for generating
control signal for shifting and rotating operations and it also needs frequently used
configuration that can be stored in mapping memory.

For PE block, some of signals like

frequently changing signals are bypassed and directly driven from mapped logics in LUT
block.

In contrast, other signals like constant signals are fetched from mapping memory

such that control signals at the LUT side can be compressed (6-bit instead of 53-bit) such that
the controller logic can be minimized in LUTs.
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Fig. 36. Types of control signal generator, (a) Controller for a PE, (b) the structure of AGU,
(c) the XBSN controller
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3.2.7. Resolution of Problems in Existing Architectures
As visited in Chapter 2, in LLP execution, the instruction-oriented architecture has three
design issues: memory bandwidth, reconfigurable controller, and sub-word parallelism.
Proposing a new instruction-oriented architecture, FleXilicon resolves these design issues.
First, the LLP execution requires high memory bandwidth for local memories since increased
parallelism requires more operands to be fetched.

The proposed architecture provides the

high memory bandwidth of local memories which are running same operating frequency with
PE’s.

In addition, simultaneous multiple word access satisfies worst case number of operand

fetch 32×2 8-bit words, 2 operands per PE.

However, only increased bandwidth can’t

guarantee the efficient LLP execution since operands in local memories are not necessarily
aligned to the order that PE executes.

Therefore, un-aligned operands need to be aligned in

local memories for parallel execution in PEs, which requires additional cycle time to move the
operands to proper location in memories. In the FleXilicon architecture, the XBSN provides
a flexible multiple operands fetch eliminating the requirement of aligned operands in
memories.

Through this increased and flexible memory access, the memory bandwidth issue

of the instruction oriented architecture for LLP execution is resolved.

The remaining

memory bandwidth issue is whether the external memory transfer rate between the local
memories and external memories is sufficient to fill and retrieve the data in/from the local
memories without wait. The analysis of the external memory transfer will be discussed in
the later chapter.
Second, the memory based controllers of the existing instruction oriented architectures, in
LLP execution, have limitations; limited number of configuration memory entry, the
inflexibility of sequencer design, the area inefficiency of configuration memory and
infeasibility of high speed operation. The RC’s LUTs where simple FSMs are mapped to
offer the flexible design of controller that can be a centralized and shared control or a
distributed and dedicated control.

Control signal generation datapaths for XBSN and

memories, and control signal mapping logics provides a compression of the required number
of control signals need to be generated from FSMs, which is more area efficient and allows
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more flexibility for given area. In addition, it enables the high speed operation of controller.
Using the proposed RC, the FleXilicon can provide the high speed pipelined LLP execution
with high flexibility and less overhead.
Third, the performance improvement through the LLP is valid only when enough
processing elements are available.

As mentioned earlier, the sub-word parallelism is a

proper solution to increase the parallelism for low precision operations.

However, existing

architectures don’t fully utilize the sub-word parallelism since they don’t support flexible
word length operation hence having limited number of parallelism.

In contrast, FleXilicon

architecture provides various types of flexible word length operations – shift/rotate,
addition/subtraction and multiplication/MAC, which increase the number of processing
capabilities. The XBSN is the key block which enables these flexible word length operations
using flexible operand fetch with sign extension, shifting through crossbar switch and a new
multiplication scheme, DASM.

Using these flexible word-length operations, FleXilicon can

fully utilize the capabilities of processing elements.

As the result, compared to conventional

architectures with 32 bit PEs, FleXilicon architecture offers the increased parallelism up-to 4
times through the SWP such that the LLP effectively achieves performance gain.
As discussed earlier, the LLP execution is selected as an execution model against the
pipelined execution since the LLP execution can utilize massive parallelism in loops.

As the

result, the instruction-oriented architecture is opted as a target architecture type since it is
more suitable for the LLP execution. Consequently, by resolving the design issues in LLP
execution, high resource utilization, in other words high performance can be achieved.
3.2.8. Consideration of Design Parameters
While designing the architecture, various design parameters should be carefully considered
for better scalability, performance, flexibility and less complexity. For scalable design, the
number of PEs in a PES and interconnection among PEs should be considered. Depending
on the number of PE in a PES, the complexity and the performance of architecture varies. It
is obvious that the degree of parallelism is increased as the number of PE increases.
However, as the cost of scaling, more area is needed because of increased number of the PE
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itself, increased number of word in local memories and the increased complexity of the XBSN.
The area cost for local memories and PE is increased linearly according to the number of PEs.
Differently, the area of the XBSN is increased exponentially since the crossbar switches are
getting more complex as shown in Fig. 37. (a).

When the number of PE is greater than 64,

the area cost of the XBSN gets greater than that of the PEM. In delay’s perspective, while
the delay of PEM remains constant, the XBSN and local memories require more delay as the
number of PE increases as shown in Fig. 37 (b).

The worst case delay is affected by scaling

when the number of PE is greater than around 100.
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Fig. 37. Effects of scaling the number of PE (a) Area cost (b) Worst case delay

Because of the increase of area and delay of the XBSN with scaling of processing elements,
the FleXilicon architecture is designed with certain number of PEs to minimize the cost for
scaling and employs the hybrid interconnections among PEs where PEs within a PES are
connected through the XBSN and PESes are connected through simple neighboring
connection.

The hybrid of simple interconnections and complete interconnections through

XBSN compromises the cost and the performance.

However, this simple connection scheme
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among PESes can limit the flexibility in mapping of loops in some cases, which results in low
utilization. Therefore, loop mapping should be done minimizing the communication among
PESes.

The outer loop or simultaneous multi-threads having less communications with

others should be mapped into different PESes and the inner loop requiring high data
communications with others into should be mapped within a PES. Fig. 38 shows the area
cost of three different types of interconnection of PES (a) PEs are connected through only
XBSN, (b) a PES has 32 PEs and simple neighboring connection among PESes, (c) a PES has
64 PEs and simple connection among PESes.

As shown in the results, as to number of PEs,

area cost for case (a) exponentially increases while other cases with hybrid connections are
linearly increased.
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Fig. 38. Area cost of PES according to PES design
Additionally, the scaling up the number of PE also affects the other design parameters such
as external memory bandwidth requirement, reconfiguration time, and the area cost of
reconfigurable controller.

The external memory access will be increased since more PEs
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consume more data.

The area cost of the reconfigurable controller also needs to be increased

as the control signals for PEs and the XBSN increases, which results in increased
reconfiguration time.

Because of various limitations according to scaling of the number of

PEs, the number of PEs for a single PES is selected to 32 and employed the hybrid
interconnection for further scaling up using multiple PESs.

Hence, scaling for FleXilicon is

achieved by increasing the number of PES’s using simple neighboring connections.
Resultantly, the area, memory access, and reconfiguration time increase linearly with scaling
of PES’s, but the operating frequency would be affected little.
For another design factor, the topology of processing element should be considered since it
affects the performance and the area cost.

There are two topology issues to be considered.

One of issues is the topology of PE that determines how many ALUs are used and how the
ALUs are connected. Another issue is the topology of the ALU that specifies how datapath
components are structured.

For the topology of PE, in this dissertation, three different

example topologies were considered as shown in Fig. 39. Three example topologies are a
very simple topology with single ALU shown in (a), a cascaded topology in (b) and a tree
topology in (c).

The performance varies depending on topologies.

The simple topology has

fast clock cycle but only one ALU operation in a cycle while other topologies have more ALU
operations in a cycle but have slow operating clock frequency.

The performance factor can

be denoted as equation and relates to the assignment of operations and operating frequency,
where a, b, and c denote the probability of mapping of multiple operation instruction, single,
two and tree operations per instruction, respectively. Those are all less than one and the sum
of three values should be one. Assuming that same type of ALUs are used, the delay t2 is
equal to t3 and is twice of t1.

As the result, the performance factor can be denoted as

normalized values of type (a). Therefore, the performance factor P for type (a) is 1, others
0.5<P < 1 for type (b) and 0.5<P<1.5 for type (c).

However, in the FleXilicon, the

operating frequency is not only determined by single word operation but also by multiple
word operation since it should provide multiple word operation in a single cycle.

Hence, the

number of multiple word operation in a single cycle is the design parameter to be considered
as well.

Assuming four-word operation in a cycle, the operating frequency for some
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operation requiring carry propagation like addition and subtraction is determined by the delay
of the series chain of four PE.

For the type (c), the tree topology, the carry select adder can

be formed using three ALUs, which minimizes the delay of carry chain.

With the beneficial

structure of this topology, the delay of four-word carry chained operation can be reduced to
near the delay of single PE.

Considering this multiple word operation effect, the

performance factor can be denoted as differently as shown in equations for multi words.

Fig. 39. Topology candidates for PE, (a) single ALU, (b) cascaded topology, (c) tree
topology

For the structure of the ALU, three candidate types were considered. First, as shown in
Fig. 40 (a), simple datapath components are simply connected to input and output and
executed selectively, in which a higher operating frequency can be achievable but only single
function in single cycle is provided.
multiple operations in multiple cycles.

Therefore, to provide the complex function, it requires
Second, complex and dedicated datapath components
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are connected to input and output and executed selectively as shown in Fig. 40 (b).

In this

structure, ALU requires more delay and more area cost but provides more complex functions.
Finally, the other candidate, as shown in Fig 16 (c), has datapath components connected in
series and executed in series such that more functions per cycle can be provided but it costs
the increased delay.

In the proposed architecture, the topology in (c) was chosen since more

versatile function can be provided with less area cost.

Fig. 40. Types of ALUs (a) Muxed datapath, (b) Muxed complex datapaths (c) Series of
datapath

In local memory design, there are several design factors; multi-port accessibility, the
number of entry, and the bitwidth of the word. These design parameters in memory design is
a critical because it determines various factors like the operating frequency, the external
memory access rate and the area cost.

The multi-port memory, compared to a single port

memory, requires more area and more delay because of the multiple ports.

However, in the

FleXilicon architecture, the multi-port memory was chosen since it guarantees simultaneous
accesses from a host processor and PEMs, which eliminates necessary idle cycles for
retrieving and filling the I/O data. More entries of memory provide more memory space for
storing input and output data and intermediate results but require more area cost. Enough
space for storing I/O data increase the data reuse which minimizes the external memory access
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required and will be discussed more detail in later chapter.

The bitwidth of word is

determined by the number of PE and affects the operating frequency and the size of memory
as described in earlier.
Finally, in designing a reconfigurable controller, a few design parameters like the control
signal generation method and the number of entry of mapping memory should be considered.
As described earlier, there are three types of control signal generation methods, a bypass,
thorough a mapping memory, and a datapath. Improper signal generation method results in
increased area, increased delay for signal generation, increased configuration data and
frequent reconfigurations.

The number entry of mapping memory determines the

compression rate, the flexibility, reconfiguration rate and the operating frequency of mapping
memory.

The more entry it has, the more flexibility, less often reconfiguration, the lower

compression rate and operating frequency it gets. In contrast, small number of entries in
mapping memory enables high compression rate and high operating frequency but requires
frequent reconfiguration.

Therefore, by generating the control signals which are more static

through a mapping memory, this overhead can be minimized.

In FleXilicon, only less

frequently changing control signals are generated thorough this mapping memory which has
small number of entries to provide the high compression rate and the high frequency operation.
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CHAP. 4. VLSI IMPLEMENTATION OF
FLEXILICON AND ITS BUILDING BLOCKS

To prove the applicability of the proposed architecture, FleXilicon architecture is
implemented in VLSI using CMOS 65nm process.

Through the VLSI implementation,

various design factors such as power, area and speed can be analyzed to investigate those are
within the range of realistic and competitive values.

In this chapter, the VLSI

implementation of critical building blocks in the FleXilicon architecture will be described.
Three major building blocks – high speed adder, XBSN, multi-port local memory will be
discussed in more detail.

The analysis work for the VLSI implementation such as a timing

analysis, estimations of power and area will also be discussed.

4.1. High Speed Adder Design
As described earlier in Chap. 3, the FleXilicon architecture can support flexible wordlength operations and it can maximize the sub-word parallelism (SWP) which is critical in
performance improvement for low precisian applications. The SWP is a method to increase
the parallelism by partitioning a datapath into sub-word, so that multiple sub-word data can be
processed concurrently [34].

Therefore, the SWP can be used effectively for parallel

processing of the various precision data.

To support SWP efficiently, unlike conventional

reconfigurable architectures with 16 or 32 bits as the size for atomic operations, 8-bit
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processing units are used for the atomic operation for the FleXilicon architecture.

Using up

to 32 eight-bit atomic processing units, the FleXilicon offers highly flexible SWP.

Hence, a

high speed 8-bit adder is the essential building block for high performance of FleXilicon. In
addition, low precision adders are also an important building block for processors and ASICs,
since various types of additions (such as execution unit, address generation unit, branch
predictor, and datapath) often require low precision additions. It should be noted that VLIW
architectures, SIMD architectures and multimedia extension hardware for microprocessors
also support multiple low precision operations [35]-[38].

Therefore, it is crucial to

implement a low precision adder that is suitable for FleXilicon and other architectures.
However, existing high speed adders focus only on wide bit-width additions such as CLA
(Carry Look-ahead Adder) [39], bypass adder [39], BK (Breton Kung) [40], PPrefix (Parallel
Prefix) [41], whose speed improvement is rather insignificant for low precision additions.
Further, some existing adders such as CLA [39] and bypass adders [39] incur substantial
additional logic for the speed up, but the additional logic slows down low precision additions.
Previous tree adders such as BK [40] and PPrefix [41] adders minimize the depth of logic, but
it is ineffective in speeding up low precision additions.
In this dissertation, while existing adder designs focus on high performance for high
precision additions, we propose a high speed adder for low precision additions such as 8-bit
and 16-bit additions. The proposed adder supports high speed operation for SWP, which is a
basic processing unit for the FleXilicon architecture. In this section, speed optimization for a
low precision adder such as 8-bit adder and a 16-bit adder will be investigated. In the
proposed adder, in order to achieve high speed for a low precision adder, a 2-bit bypass
scheme one every bit stage instead of a typical 4-bit bypass scheme on every 4 bit stages is
used.

Basic concept of this adder is to bypass the carry in every bit stages rather computing

the carry.
Fig. 41 shows proposed 8-bit adder based on 2-bit bypass.
(Half Adder) and seven FA (Full Adder) cells.

It is constructed with a HA

A FA cell consists of three sub-blocks, a

carry control signal block, a carry path block, and a summation block.

The carry control

signal block, which is the top block in the figure, generates signals to control the carry path
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circuit. It generates four control signals, Kill (K) meaning no carry is generated, inverting
version of Generation (GX) – carry is generated, Propagation (P) – carry is propagated in
previous stage, and Bypass (B) – carry is propagated from two bit earlier stage.

A carry path

block, which is the middle block, consists of a chain of three sub-circuits, a transmission gate
for carry propagation, a carry kill/generation circuit, and a bypass circuit for a bypass.
Finally, the summation block, i.e., the bottom block, is simply an Exclusive-OR gate, which
generates the sum value using signal P and the carry.
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Fig.41. Proposed 8-bit Adder
The transmission gate of a carry path block propagates (blocks) the previous carry under
P=1 (P=0).

The carry kill/generation circuit drives the carry signal path to 1 if GX is 0

(which is “Generation” is true) and 0 if K=1 (which is “Kill” is true.) independent of the carry
propagated from the transmission gate.

The bypass circuit bypasses the carry signal for two

bit stages. Signal B becomes 0 if both ppi and ppi-1 are 1. Under B=0, the carry ci-2
bypasses the next two stages, i-1 and i, and drives the carry signal ci directly.
The proposed adder is similar to the Manchester carry-chain adder [39], besides the
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proposed adder has a bypass path. The proposed bypass adder has two key differences from
conventional bypass adders.
occur on every bit stage.

First, proposed adder bypasses two bits, but the bypass can

Note that the bypass for a traditional n-bit bypass adder occurs on

every n-bit stages, for example, ever 4 stages for a 4-bit bypass adder. The other difference
is that a carry path and a bypass path share the same path in the carry path block for the
proposed adder, while a carry path is isolated from a bypass path for conventional bypass
adders.

Sharing the same path results in both the pci-1 and the ci-1 signals from the stage i-1

drive the same carry signal node ci of the stage i. The proposed scheme works, as the value
driven by an inverter through the signal pci-1 arrives first and overrides the signal value
driven by a transmission gate through the ci-1.
Fig. 42 shows the waveforms of SPICE simulation for the worst case – input A = 00000001
and input B = 11111111 with carry in ci=0.

For those particular inputs, a carry is generated

at the stage 0 and propagate all the way to the stage 7.

The carry signal c0 is generated by

the kill/generation circuit of the stage 0 and drives the carry c1 through the carry path.

The

bypass signal pc0 does not contribute the c1 value, since the driving inverter (with input pc0
and output c1) is disabled.
carry signal c0.

As the result, the transition time of c1 is greater than that of the

Subsequent carry signals are bypassed by two bits.

The carry signal c2 is

bypassed from c0 through pc1, the carry signal c3 from c1 through pc2, and so forth.

At the

same time, those carry signals are also driven by the corresponding previous carry signals
through the transmission gates of the carry path. Fig. 43 shows how the proposed bypass
scheme achieves the speed up.

The carry signal c6 driven by the signal pc5 starts to change

even earlier than signal pc6, which is the invert ed carrier signal c5.

This means that carry

propagation delay from the carrier signal c5 to the carrier signal c6 is less than one inverter
delay.
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The worst case delay for the proposed n-bit adder can be estimated roughly using equation
(2).

Delay = (n − 2) × d ′ + d ′′ 


(2)

In the equation, n is the bit width of an n-bit adder, d ′ is the carry propagation delay of
one stage except the first two LSB stages, and d ′′ the carry propagation delay of the first two
LSB stages.

As shown in waveform in Fig. 42, the delays of the first two stages are much

larger than the rest of stages.

The simulation results with a 65 nm CMOS SPICE model

show that the carry propagation delay of one stage d ′ is 9.2 ps and the delay of the first two
stages d ′′ is 28.9 ps or 14.5 ps for each sage. It was also noticed that the FO4 inverter
delay for the same technology is 11.5 ps. Noting the delay of one stage d ′ is 9.2 ps, the
proposed adder operates faster than an inverter chain with same number of stages except the
first two LSB stages.
The comparison of performance for the proposed adder and existing adders such that BK
(Breton Kung) [40], PPrefix (Parallel Prefix) [41], CLA (Carry Look-ahead Adder) [39], and
RPL (ripple carry adder) is presented as shown in Table 2. The BK and PPrefix adder are
tree adders, which minimize the depth of the carry path by employing parallel computation of
the carry. The CLA uses look-ahead logics for carry generation which saves the propagation
delay. The BK, PPrefix and CLA were synthesized using Synopsys DesignWare library [42]
while a RPL was implemented at a schematic level using a standard cell library. Critical
path delays of synthesized adders were obtained through static timing analysis using Synopsys
Primetime [43].

The delay of the proposed adder was obtained through SPICE simulation.

To calibrate static timing analysis results with SPICE simulation results, the delay of the
ripple carry adder was simulated in both methods and compared the results each other to
obtain a calibration factor.
Table 3 shows critical path delays of various types of adders for a CMOS SOI 65 nm
technology under the supply voltage of 1.3 V. The proposed adder has delay of only 84 ps,
80

while all other types of adders including a CRA have delays in the range of 167 ps to 188 ps.
The speedup of the proposed adder over other types is about two times, which is crucial for
high performance of FleXilicon.

TABLE 3: CRITICAL PATH DELAY OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF 8-BIT ADDERS
CRA

CLA

BK

Pprefix

Proposed

Delay

172ps

170ps

167ps

188ps

84ps

Speedup

2.05x

2.02x

1.99x

2.24x

-

The proposed adder intends to speed up 8-bit adder operations.

It is based on a

conventional bypass adder scheme, but bypasses 2 bits on every adder bit stage rather than
bypassing 4 bits on every four bit stages for conventional bypass adders. As shown in Fig.
44, simulation results show that the proposed adder is two times faster than existing adders for
8 bit additions and performs better than a PPrefix adder up to 16 bit width.

It is also possible

for a hybrid implementation of our adders with other types of adders to improve the speed for
higher precision additions.
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4.2. XBSN Design & Multi-port memory design
In the FleXilicon, the XBSN is a key block which enables flexible operands fetching, the
newly proposed multi-word multiplication method – DASM, and multi-word shifting
operations as discussed in earlier chapter.

The XBSN consists of multiple sets of

multiplexers and two 8-bit 32×32 crossbar switches implemented with multiple levels of 4-to1 multiplexers and 2-to-1 multiplexers as shown in Fig. 45 - Fig. 46.
Fig. 45 shows the circuit diagram of 32-to-1 multiplexer which is composed of eight first
level, two second level 4-to-1 muxes and a 2-to-1 multiplexer.

To minimize the depth of

level, the 4-to-1 multiplexer which has most input ports in standard cell library is used.

Fig.45. The circuit implementation of 32x1 multiplexer
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Fig.46. The circuit implementation of 1-bit 32x32 crossbar switch
Fig. 46 shows the logic diagram of 1-bit 32×32 crossbar switch, which has 32 inputs and 32
outputs as an I/O and thirty two 32-to-1 multiplexers.

In order to resolve high fan-out load at

the inputs of crossbar switch, repeaters are used. Each input drives four 4x sized inverters
and each inverter drives eight 1x sized input ports of 32-to-1 multiplexers.
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Fig.47. The circuit implementation of 8-bit 32×32 crossbar switch
As shown in Fig. 47, an 8-bit 32×32 crossbar switch is composed of eight 32×32 crossbars.
The XBSN is placed accordingly considering the height of local memory and feasible
routeability of input and output.
As mentioned earlier, in FleXilicon architecture, to provide enough memory bandwidth for
the LLP, a PES has two 16kB (512 entries with 256-bit each) memories. A local memory is
composed of multiple 64×64b sub-memory macro blocks.

The macro has multiple

read/write ports to provide non-blocking accesses from PEs and a simultaneous access from
host processor and other PES.
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Fig.48. The circuit implementation of 2r2w SRAM cell
Fig. 48 shows the diagram of a memory cell circuit.
write port memory cell is used.
through sense amplifiers.

A 24-T SRAM type dual read, dual

Differential pairs of read/write bit lines are used and sensed

In the sense amplifier, pre-charging logic and equalizer are also

included. To obtain better write-ability and noise immunity, NMOS trees are used for read
data path in the SRAM cell.
Fig. 49 and Fig. 50 show the diagram of the 64×64b multi-port memory macro and the
organization of a local memory, respectively. Total 4096 (= 64 × 64) SRAM 1b memory
cells, 128 sense amplifiers and column multiplexers build up a 64×64b macro.

With 32

macros, 512-entry 16kB local memory with two 256-bit input and two 256-bit output ports are
constructed.

Two local memories with independent read/write addresses exist in a PES,

which corresponds with two 256-bit operands in PEMs.

Local memories are designed such

that read and write accesses can be done in single cycle. Wide bit word data fetched from
the local memories are latched in load registers such that additional memory access can be
saved when the data is available in the load registers.
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Fig.50. The organization of 512 entry 16kB local memory
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4.3. VLSI Implementation flow & power, area and speed estimation
FleXilicon architecture was implemented in 65nm CMOS SOI process technology using
the implementation flow as shown in Fig. 51. In the design flow, the SystemC RTL model
of the FleXilicon architecture was implemented through RTL design phase from behavioral
model as an input. The RTL model is partitioned into three different types of sub-module
RTL model as three different types of implementation methods – synthesis, cell based
schematic capture design and custom macro design.
First, the synthesis method was used for building a single cycle 9-bit Wallace tree
multiplier using Synopsys DesignWare library [42].

The synthesis flow provides fast design

time with fair quality in given design constraints, which is suitable for designing control
dominant random logic like controller and FSM. In this implementation, synthesis method
was used for leveraging the Synopsys DesignWare libraries which provide pre-designed and
optimized multiplier unit with bitwidth parameters.
Second, the cell based schematic capture design method is the hand implementation of
logic netlist from the RTL codes using the standard cell, which provides better optimized
design in terms of area and speed compared to synthesized logic.

In the implementation of

FleXilicon architecture, the XBSN, PEs, RC were built with this method, which are datapath
dominant and bit-sliced logics rather than a type of control dominant logic.
Lastly, the custom design at the transistor level is used for developing macros: local
memories, high speed adder block which require highly optimized design, precise control of
transistor sizing and special circuit structure and so on.
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Fig. 51. VLSI implementation flow
After integrating the netlist of three different types of sub-module into chip-level netlist,
standard cells and macros should be placed. To improve the area efficiency and to obtain
better routeability, key blocks of FleXilicon except multipliers were placed manually using a
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placement description language which supports relative placement of cells.
the result of a cell placement of a PES.

Fig. 52 shows

The size of single PES is estimated to 2,296 µm ×

1,880 um, which is reasonable for constructing an array of PESs or integration of it as a
coprocessor in SOC.

It is noticed that two local memories (512×256 bits for each memory)

occupy 74.6 percent of the total area, 11.12% for 16 PEMs, and 5.9 percent for an XBSN.

Fig 52. Cell placement of a PES

After placement, automatic routing is performed to create GDS data, which is final form of
design being ready to deliver. Since FleXilicon is to be delivered as an IP (Intellectual
Property), package related macros like PAD, ESD, and CLAMP are not integrated. In this
dissertation, some of required work for tape-out was skipped because the VLSI
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implementation of the FleXilicon architecture is intended to be a feasibility study. The
required design steps are back-end verifications such as local heating check, electro-migration
check, noise analysis, and design completeness checks such as LVS, DRC, a formal
verification and so on.
Power estimation and timing analysis were performed with integrated netlist and estimated
wire capacitance.

Fig. 53 presents static timing analysis results for each pipeline stage

obtained using Synopsys PrimeTime [43].

“LD/ST” (Load/Store) is the memory access time

for the LD/ST pipeline stage, “XBSN” worst case delay for the XBSN pipeline stage, “mult8”
for 8-bit multiplications, and “worst PE” the worst case delay for 8-bit configurable datapath
of a PE.

Fig. 53. Static timing analysis of a PES
Since FleXilicon can be configured for a different word-length, we considered additions in
three different word-lengths – 8 bits, 16 bits and 32 bits.

Our results indicate that

multiplications and ALU operations can reach up to 1 GHz of the clock speed, and some other
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operations such as 16-bit MAC operations, 16-bit additions and 8-bit additions can be
performed at an even higher clock frequency.
The power consumption of FleXilicon was estimated using a power estimation tool under
the supply voltage of 1.3V, the temperature of 100o C and the operating frequency of 1 GHz.
The dynamic power consumption is proportion to the load capacitance, the operating
frequency, the switching activity and the power of 2 of the supply voltage as shown in
equation (3).

Pdynamic =

1
⋅ Cload ⋅ V 2 ⋅ f ⋅ SW
2

(3)

To estimate the power consumption, AMD’s in-house tool was used, which estimates the
dynamic power consumption with switching activity information from simulation and
capacitive load information from netlist.

Our simulation results indicate FleXilicon

consumes total 389.35 mW, in which 16 PEMs consume 180.32 mW, an XBSN consumes
192.66 mW, and a local memory 16.37 mW, which was estimated assuming only required
memory macro blocks are in operation.

TABLE 4. COMPARISON WITH OTHER PROCESSORS
Op. Freq.

Power
(mW)

mW/
MHz

MIPS/mW

Area
(mm2)

FleXilicon

1 GHz

389.35

0.39

41.10

4.32

ARM 920T

200 MHz

50.00

0.25

4.40

4.70

ARM 1176

620 MHz

279.00

0.45

3.11

na

1.2GHz

1,760+

1.46

5.45

na

TMS320C64x

+ Core, L1 Cache only
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To compare the design objectives, power, area and speed with other conventional
microprocessors and DSPs, TI TMS320C64x [50], ARM 920T/1176 [49] were selected since
the design data – especially power consumptions - are unavailable for existing coarse-grained
reconfigurable architectures.
surveyed.

The area, power cost and the operating frequency of them were

The ARM920T/1176 based on RISC architecture is widely used embedded

processor for mobile applications. The TI 320C64xx processor is recently announced DSP
from TI adapting the 8-way VLIW architecture.

Compared to TI DSP TMS320C64x as

shown in Table 4, FleXilicon provides better power performance for the two metrics – power
consumption per operating frequency (mW/MHz) and performance (based on 8-bit MAC
operations) per power consumption (MIPS/mW).

Compared to ARM 920T, FleXilicon

achieves much higher MIPS/mW. However, since ARM 920T uses 130 nm, TI DSP and
ARM 1176 use 90 nm and FleXilicon 65 nm technology, a direct comparison is unfair and not
meaningful.

The above comparisons may suggest only that FleXilicon’s power consumption

falls into a practical range.
In this chapter, the VLSI implementation of critical building blocks, the XBSN, the local
memory, and 8-bit adder was described.

The estimations of power, area and speed and the

comparison of them with other conventional design solutions – general purpose
microprocessor and DSP was discussed.
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CHAP. 5. SYSTEM MODELING AND
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this dissertation, to evaluate architectural performance, the system model of FleXilicon
architecture was developed using SystemC [44] and various wireless communication and
multimedia kernels were implemented on that model.

Through the simulation using the

system model, the performance of the FleXilicon architecture for given application kernels
was profiled.

The performance results were compared against other architectures’.

This

chapter describes the environment of system modeling, the implementation of kernels and
comparisons in various criteria and presents the superiority of the proposed architecture
against others.

5.1. Environment for System Modeling

5.1.1. SystemC & Environment
A system model for FleXilicon which is embedded in an SOC with a host processor was
developed using SystemC.

The SystemC offers an efficient modeling method for both

software and hardware, and is suitable for modeling an SOC embedding the FleXilicon and
the host processor.

As shown in Fig. 54, the PES is modeled as hardware using HDL

(Hardware Description Language) and application functions is modeled as software running
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on the host processor using a standard C language.

A reconfigurable controller was

implemented as a FSM (Finite State Machine) using a SystemC hardware modeling feature,
which will be mapped onto LUTs using a FPGA mapping tool.

Depending applications to be

implemented on, different FSMs should be implemented on LUTs in the reconfigurable
controller.

Fig. 54. Diagram of system model

Built SystemC model including all models can be compiled and linked with SystemC
libraries into an executable using conventional C++ compiler. SystemC language and its
libraries are compatible with standard C syntax.

The compiled and linked executable

program provides simulation platform, in which users can debug the operation and view the
waveform of the hardware signals. This also offers an infrastructure for verification, in
which a golden reference model of applications was compared against our implementation
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model of the FleXilicon. Fig. 49-52 show simplified example codes including several utility
routines, the reference C model for Viterbi decoder, and SystemC hardware models such as
PEMs, controller FSMs.
Fig. 55 shows the main test code which has the reference C model of Viterbi decoder, the
input stimulus routine for PEMs and verification routine. The instantiation of PE Array (=
PEMs and FSM) and their wire connections are defined in part A. The reference C model
functions - encoding functions, a channel model and decoding functions are in part B. In the
part C and D, SystemC hardware simulation is performed and a functional verification is
performed with the reference model, respectively.
Fig. 56 shows an example SystemC hardware model of a PE array, PEARRAY including
PEs and a FSM, which was developed to test the functionality of Viterbi decoder on PEs.
The ports and signals are defined in part A.

Multiple PEs and a FSM are instantiated in part

B (For this implementation, the NUM_PE is 32).

Wire connections are defined and the

sensitivity lists are declared in section C and D, respectively. The sensitive lists are tied to a
method function - Control_Operation() so that any change on the variables in sensitivity
lists incurs a calling the method functions.
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PEARRAY PEA0("PEA0");

/* Initanciation of PE Array = PEMs + FSM */

// PE Array wire connections
for(i = 0; i < NUM_PE; i++) {
PEA0.DIn0[i](data0[i]);
PEA0.DIn1[i](data1[i]);
PEA0.ACC_out[i](dout[i]);
}
PEA0.Clk(clock);
PEA0.reset(reset);
reset = 0;
sc_start(10);
reset = 1;
sc_start(10);

C

A

// Reset assertion

/* Reference C code*/
binarygen ();
convolutional ();
noise ();
adapquant ();
softquant ();

/*
/*
/*
/*

Sample generation */
Convolution encoding */
Channle modeling */
Quatization */

for(i = 0; i < 256; i++) stateFX[0][i] = 255;
stateFX[0][0] = 0;

B

// Initialize states

sc_start(1);
for(j = 0; j < DATALENGTH + M; j++) {
// four different types of operations
for(k=0; k < 4; k++) {
// Input stimulus for PE array
for(i = 0; i < NUM_PE; i++) {
data0[i] = quantized[j*2];
data1[i] = quantized[j*2+1];
}
sc_start(ONECYCLE);
// VADD
sc_start(ONECYCLE);
// VSUM
for(i = 0; i < NUM_PE; i++) {
data0[i] = stateFX[j][(k*64+i*2)>>1];
data1[i] = stateFX[j][(1<<(K-2) | (k*64+i*2)>>1)];
}
sc_start(ONECYCLE);
// ACS0
for(i = 0; i < NUM_PE; i++) {
// Gathering results
stateFX[j+1][k*64+i*2] = dout[i];
}
sc_start(ONECYCLE);
// ACS1
for(i = 0; i < NUM_PE; i++) {
stateFX[j+1][k*64+i*2+1] = dout[i];
}
}
}
CalculateBMPM();

D

//Compare Software with Hardware result
for(j = 1; j < DATALENGTH + M + 1; j++) {
printf("\n SW ");
for(i = 0; i < 256; i++) printf("%d ",stateJS[j][i]);
printf("\n HW ");
for(i = 0; i < 256; i++) { a = stateFX[j][i]; printf(a.to_string()); printf(" ");}
}

Fig 55. Main test codes of the Viterbi decoder implementation on FleXilicon SystemC model.
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SC_MODULE(PEARRAY) {
// Ports
sc_in<sc_bv<8> > DIn0[NUM_PE], DIn1[NUM_PE];
sc_in<sc_bv<1> > reset;
sc_in<bool> Clk;
//sc_in<sc_bv<NUM_PEA_CONTROL> > Control[NUM_PE];
sc_out<sc_bv<8> > Bypass[NUM_PE];
sc_out<sc_bv<8> > ACC_out[NUM_PE];

A

// Interconnection Signals
sc_signal<bool> carry_u0[NUM_PE+1],carry_u1[NUM_PE+1],carry_l0[NUM_PE+1];
sc_signal<sc_bv<NUM_PEA_CONTROL> > Control[NUM_PE];
sc_signal<sc_bv<NUM_PEA_CONTROL> > cntrl0,cntrl1,cntrl2,cntrl3;
PE * PE0[32];
FSM *FSM0;
void Control_Operation();
SC_CTOR(PEARRAY) {
int i;
for(i = 0; i < NUM_PE; i++) {
sprintf(str,"PE%d",i);
PE0[i] = new PE(str);
}
FSM0 = new FSM("FSM0");

B

// Connections
for(i = 0; i < NUM_PE; i++) {
(*PE0[i])(DIn0[i],DIn1[i],Control[i],carry_u0[i]
,carry_u1[i],carry_l0[i],Clk,reset,ACC_out[i]
,Bypass[i],carry_u0[i+1],carry_u1[i+1],carry_l0[i+1]);
}
(*FSM0)(Clk,reset,cntrl0,cntrl1,cntrl2,cntrl3);
SC_METHOD(Control_Operation);
sensitive << cntrl0;
sensitive << cntrl1;
sensitive << cntrl2;
sensitive << cntrl3;
}

C
D

};

Fig 56. PE array SystemC hardware model.
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SC_MODULE(FSM) {
// ports
sc_in<bool>
clk;
sc_in<bool>
nReset;
sc_in<sc_bv<32> > ur0,ur1,ur2,ur3;
sc_out<sc_bv<NUM_PE_CTRL> > pe_control[NUM_CONTROLLER];
sc_out<sc_bv<NUM_AGU_CTRL> > AGU_control;
sc_out<sc_bv<NUM_PES_CTRL> > PES_control;
sc_signal<sc_bv<3> > CurrentState, CurrentState1;
sc_signal<sc_bv<1> > calc_done,op_mode;
sc_signal<sc_bv<5> > input_counter;
sc_signal<sc_bv<3> > counter;
sc_signal<sc_bv<1> > start_viterbi;
sc_signal<sc_bv<1> > start_xbsn,start_pe,next_input,inc_input_counter;
.
.
void FSM_DP();
void StateTransition();
void StateTransition1();
void StateCounter();
void StateAGU();
// Address generator state machine
void Start();
void UserRegister();
void InputCounter();
//sensitivity list declaration
SC_CTOR(FSM) {
SC_METHOD(FSM_DP);
sensitive_pos << clk;
sensitive << start_pe;
SC_METHOD(StateTransition);
sensitive << CurrentState;
sensitive << op_mode;
SC_METHOD(StateTransition1);
sensitive << CurrentState1;
sensitive << calc_done;
.
.
}
};
void FSM::StateTransition()
{
states = CurrentState;
op_mode_val = op_mode;
switch(states) {
case FSM_RESET :
NextState = FSM_BM_A;
pe_control[0].write(0);
pe_control[1].write(0);
pe_control[2].write(0);
pe_control[3].write(0);
calc_done = 0;
break;
case FSM_BM_A :
NextState = FSM_BM_B;
if(op_mode_val == 0) {
pe_control[0].write(pe_ADD | pe_tmp0);
pe_control[1].write(pe_VSUM01(7) | pe_tmp0);
pe_control[2].write(pe_VSUM10(7) | pe_tmp0);
pe control[3] write(pe VSUM11(14) | pe tmp0);

A

B

C

D

Fig 57. Example codes of FSM controller for Viterbi implementation.
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SC_MODULE(PES) {
// Ports
sc_in<sc_bv<256> > Dwrite_host,Dneighbor;
sc_in<bool> reset;
sc_in<bool> Clk;
sc_out<sc_bv<256> > Dread_host,DOut;
// Interconnection Signals
sc_signal<sc_bv<256> > res,mux0_sig,mux3_sig,mux4_sig,mux5_sig,mux6_sig;
sc_signal<sc_bv<256> > dw_lm[2];
sc_signal<sc_bv<256> > op0_lm[2],op1_lm[2],op0,op1,xbsn0,xbsn1,bypass;
sc_signal<sc_bv<8> > op8_0[32],op8_1[32],res8[32];
sc_signal<sc_logic> ctrl_neighbor,ctrl_host,ctrl_bypass0,ctrl_bypass1;
sc_signal<sc_bv<NUM_PEA_CONTROL> > Control[NUM_PE];
sc_signal<sc_bv<NUM_PES_CONTROL> > ControlPES;
sc_signal<sc_bv<NUM_XBSN_CONTROL> > ctrl_xbsn;
sc_signal<sc_bv<MEM_ADDRESS> raddr0,raddr1,waddr;
sc_signal<sc_logic > rd_en,wr_en;
PEARRAY * PEA0;
CROSSBSN *XBSN0;
LM * LM[2];
MUX2_256 *MUX0,*MUX1,*MUX2,*MUX3,*MUX4,*MUX5,*MUX6;
REG256 *REG0,*REG1;
RC *RC0;
void Bit_Operation();
void Control_Operation();
SC_CTOR(PES) {
PEA0 = new PEARRAY("PEA0");
XBSN0 = new CROSSBSN("XBSN0");
LM[0] = new LM("LM0");
LM[1] = new LM("LM1");
MUX0 = new MUX2_256("MUX0");
MUX1 = new MUX2_256("MUX1");
MUX2 = new MUX2_256("MUX2");
MUX3 = new MUX2_256("MUX3");
MUX4 = new MUX2_256("MUX4");
MUX5 = new MUX2_256("MUX5");
MUX6 = new MUX2_256("MUX6");
REG0 = new REG256("REG0");
REG1 = new REG256("REG1");
RC0 = new RC("RC0");
(*MUX0)(DOut,Dneighbor,ctrl_neighbor,mux0_sig);
(*MUX1)(mux0_sig,Dread_host,ctrl_host,dw_lm[0]);
(*MUX2)(Dread_host,mux0_sig,ctrl_host,dw_lm[1]);
(*LM[0])(raddr0,raddr1,waddr,dw_lm[0],op0_lm[0],op1_lm[0],rd_en,wr_en,Clk)
(*LM[1])(raddr0,raddr1,waddr,dw_lm[1],op0_lm[1],op1_lm[1],rd_en,wr_en,Clk);
(*MUX3)(op0_lm[0],op0_lm[1],ctrl_host,mux3_sig);
(*MUX4)(op1_lm[0],op1_lm[1],ctrl_host,mux4_sig);
(*XBSN0)(mux3_sig,mux4_sig,DOut,ControlXBSN,xbsn0,xbsn1);
(*MUX5)(xbsn0,bypass,ctrl_bypass0,mux5_sig);
(*MUX6)(xbsn1,bypass,ctrl_bypass1,mux6_sig);
(*REG0)(mux5_sig,op0,Clk,reset);
(*REG1)(mux6_sig,op1,Clk,reset);
(PEA0->Clk)(Clk);
(PEA0->reset)(reset);
// Connections

Fig 58. Example codes of the PES implementation
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Fig. 57 shows the example codes of a FSM controller for Viterbi implementation, which is
coded in SystemC HDL.

A method function StateTransition(), declared in B, describes a

FSM, as shown in D, controlling PEs, XBSN, and AGU, which is to be mapped to LUTs.Fig.
58 shows an example SystemC implementation of a PES.

All sub-blocks in the PES are

instantiated and connected each other.

5.1.2. Mapping methodology
Implementing application kernels is mainly to map the loops in kernel into processing
elements and to build FSMs to generate control signals accordingly to the mapping results.
Therefore, efficient mapping of loop is major issue in FleXilicon, which determines various
performance factors: execution cycles, memory usage, configuration time, the area cost of
FSMs and resource utilization.
To achieve efficient mapping of loops onto the FleXilicon, several steps are needed
exploiting the full capability of the FleXilicon architecture, and the overall procedure is shown
in Fig. 59. First, the loop extraction step extracts loop bodies (to be executed on FleXilicon)
from codes of target applications written in a C language or other higher level languages.

A

loop body should be selected carefully considering the task size and the memory usage
through profiling of loops since improper task size affects the frequency of reconfiguration
and high memory usage limits achievable performance gain due to limited memory bandwidth.
Additionally, considering the nature of the proposed architecture, which was designed
targeting massive parallel execution, the selected loop body should be dataflow dominant
rather control dominant since it requires more control and results in inefficiency of loop
execution. The control dominant part should be executed in general purpose host processor.
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C source codes
Loop extraction
SW kernel +
Interface function

Loops

Loop Mapping
Graph transformation
Scheduling
Operation assignment
Controller synthesis
Simulator
Controller model
Verfication

Logic synthesis

Controller circuit

FPGA mapper

FPGA data

Fig. 59. Overall loop mapping procedures

While selecting the loop body, the interface function between the software kernel and
FleXilicon is also needed to be generated. The interface function should handle the launch/
termination of loop body execution and provide required configuration from the software
kernel and collect the status of hardware such as status register information and interrupt.
Additionally, it should provide the methods of read/write of local memories in the FleXilicon.
Secondly, the loop mapping step maps the operations of each extracted loop body onto PEMs.
The step involves various tasks such as the optimization of loop bodies, the assignment of
operations into reconfigured instructions, the scheduling of operations, and the generation of a
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controller function (to define the functionality of the datapaths).

The factors to be considered

during this mapping will be discussed in compiler considerations in later section. Lastly,
once loops are mapped, a controller model can be extracted according to the loop mapping.
The controller model is synthesized as FSMs, converted into logics which can be mapped to
FPGA and loaded into LUTs of the reconfigurable controller of FleXilicon.

5.1.3. Compiler consideration
The process of extracting the loop body and mapping of it is not feasible work since it
requires well understanding of the target hardware architecture and the algorithms of
applications to be implemented.

And it is tedious work to generate FSM model based on

loop mapping results. Additionally, since there are various design factors to be exploited,
while loop mapping, it is difficult to find optimal solution without the support of automated
tools.

The main reason for the lack of successful commercialization of existing coarse-

grained reconfigurable architectures may be attributed to the fact that developers should have
good knowledge on the architecture to implement applications, since compilers for those
architectures are not as powerful as ones for general purpose processors.

Therefore, it is

crucial to support an efficient compiler for the proposed architecture. However, development
of a compiler is beyond the scope of the proposed research. The conceptual flow given in
Fig. 59 was used in manual mapping for the implementation of all five test applications on
FleXilicon. The implementation of the proposed compiler flow is a good future research
topic.
In design automation, high-level synthesis [65], HW/SW partition [66] have been widely
investigated regarding similar problem sets in loop extraction and mapping.

Therefore,

conventional algorithms for those subjects can be applied to select loops to be mapped onto
FleXilicon efficiently.
employed.

For loop extraction, the HW/SW partition algorithms can be

The algorithms divide the tasks into software parts and hardware parts which

need to be accelerated by hardware, in FleXilicon, by PEs.

Depending on the results,
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performance metrics such as the degree of parallelism, the access rate and the usage of
internal/external memory, and reconfiguration overhead, can vary.

In conventional

algorithms, the cost functions are not same as one for FleXilicon due to the difference of
target architectures and execution models.

Therefore, for efficient partitioning for FleXilicon,

the cost functions of existing algorithms should be modified accordingly.
For efficient loop mapping onto FleXilicon, various graph transformation techniques used
in high-level synthesis algorithms such as loop unrolling, graph merging, and tree height
reduction techniques [67] can be employed. The graph transform techniques convert the
graph of loop body into better forms of graph to exploit further optimization. The loop
unrolling increases the number of operations in a loop body so that the level of parallelism can
be increased.

The graph merging techniques minimizes the redundancy of duplicated

operation in a loop body.

The tree height reduction technique can be used to eliminate the

loop carried dependency after loop unrolling so that better loop level parallelism can be
provided, which will be presented in details at the later section of this chapter.
In addition, various existing high level synthesis algorithms such as scheduling algorithms
[68], resource allocation algorithms [69][70] can be employed for an optimal loop mapping.
The scheduling algorithms determine when to execute the operations for given data flow
graph in a loop body.

Scheduling results determine the latency and the throughput of loop

iteration. Unlike existing scheduling algorithms in high-level synthesis, hardware resources
are constrained to fixed number – the number of PE, the number of registers, the bandwidth of
local memories.
operations.

The resource allocation algorithms determine where to execute the

Allocation results affect the memory access operation (especially XBSN

operation) and the controller design. Again, existing algorithms should be improved or
adjusted to consider many design issues in FleXilicon such as reconfiguration overhead,
XBSN cost, memory allocation and the parallelism in PES.
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5.2. Development of Target Application

5.2.1. Loop mapping of Viterbi decoder
In the loop mapping of Viterbi decoder, the degree of parallelism is 32 using 32 PEs. Fig.
60 shows the scheduling results for each DFG onto a PE.

Given loop body requires only

four clock cycles since a PE can perform multiple operations colored same in a single clock
cycle. In a single PE, two states can be updated with the latency of four cycles. As shown
in lifetime graph for variables, states0, state128, x0, x1, bmA, and bmB, 2 input registers and
2 temporary registers are required to perform the single iteration in a PE.
All 256 iterations in the loop for path metric and branch metric calculations can be
mapped to 32 PEs as shown in Table 5.

Each PE performs four different merged iterations in

series and updates 8 different states with 8 previous states so 32 PEs provides the calculations
for 128 merged iterations (corresponds to non merged 256 iterations). This requires 64
simultaneous read accesses for state variables, and 64 simultaneous write accesses for new
state variables’ updates in every four cycles.
For controller design of the mapped operation in the PES, we need to implement three
different types of controllers for I/Os, operations and internal memory accesses.

The control

for I/O can be managed in PES level, i.e. global controller will manage the memory
input/output accesses. For operations control including symbol generation, only 4 different
types of controllers are required, 32 PEs will share these four different controllers for
operations. For internal local memory access, single sample data X0, X1 are read in every
outer loop iteration and broadcasted to all 32 PEs.

Sixty-four states data are accessed from

local memory in every inner loop iteration through the XBSN.
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s202,s203

11/00

s69,s197

s138,s139

10/01

s37,s165

s74,s75

10/01

s5,s133

s10,s11

PE5

00/11

s118,s246

s236,s237

00/11

s86,s214

s172,s173

01/10

s54,s182

s108,s109

01/10

s22,s150

s44,s45

PE22

01/10

s102,s230

s204,s205

01/10

s70,s198

s140,s141

00/11

s38,s166

s76,s77

00/11

s6,s134

s12,s13

PE6

01/10

s119,s247

s238,s239

01/10

s87,s215

s174,s175

00/11

s55,s183

s110,s111

00/11

s23,s151

s46,s47

PE23

00/11

s103,s231

s206,s207

00/11

s71,s199

s142,s143

01/10

s39,s167

s78,s79

01/10

s7,s135

s14,s15

PE7

10/01

s120,s248

s240,s241

10/01

s88,s216

s176,s177

11/00

s56,s184

s112,s113

11/00

s24,s152

s48,s49

PE24

11/00

s104,s232

s208,s209

11/00

s72,s200

s144,s145

10/01

s40,s168

s80,s81

10/01

s8,s136

s16,s17

PE8

11/00

s121,s249

s242,s243

11/00

s89,s217

s178,s179

10/01

s57,s185

s114,s115

10/01

s25,s153

s50,s51

PE25

10/01

s105,s233

s210,s211

10/01

s73,s201

s146,s147

11/00

s41,s169

s82,s83

11/00

s9,s137

s18,s19

PE9

01/10

s122,s250

s244,s245

01/10

s90,s218

s180,s181

00/11

s58,s186

s116,s117

00/11

s26,s154

s52,s53

PE26

00/11

s106,s234

s212,s213

00/11

s74,s202

s148,s149

01/10

s42,s170

s84,s85

01/10

s10,s138

s20,s21

PE10

TABLE 5. PE MAPPING TABLE FOR VITERBI DECODER.

00/11

s123,s251

s246,s247

00/11

s91,s219

s182,s183

01/10

s59,s187

s118,s119

01/10

s27,s155

s54,s55

PE27

01/10

s107,s235

s214,s215

01/10

s75,s203

s150,s151

00/11

s43,s171

s86,s87

00/11

s11,s139

s22,s23

PE11

01/10

s124,s252

s248,s249

01/10

s92,s220

s184,s185

00/11

s60,s188

s120,s121

00/11

s28,s156

s56,s57

PE28

00/11

s108,s236

s216,s217

00/11

s76,s204

s152,s153

01/10

s44,s172

s88,s89

01/10

s12,s140

s24,s25

PE12

00/11

s125,s253

s250,s251

00/11

s93,s221

s186,s187

01/10

s61,s189

s122,s123

01/10

s29,s157

s58,s59

PE29

01/10

s109,s237

s218,s219

01/10

s77,s205

s154,s155

00/11

s45,s173

s90,s91

00/11

s13,s141

s26,s27

PE13

10/01

s126,s254

s252,s253

10/01

s94,s222

s188,s189

11/00

s62,s190

s124,s125

11/00

s30,s158

s60,s61

PE30

11/00

s110,s238

s220,s221

11/00

s78,s206

s156,s157

10/01

s46,s174

s92,s93

10/01

s14,s142

s28,s29

PE14
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11/00

s127,s255

s254,s255

11/00

s95,s223

s190,s191

10/01

s63,s191

s126,s127

10/01

s31,s159

s62,s63

PE31

10/01

s111,s239

s222,s223

10/01

s79,s207

s158,s159

11/00

s47,s175

s94,s95

11/00

s15,s143

s30,s31

PE15

5.2.2. Loop mapping of motion estimation
In this section, a mapping of the 16×16 SAD (sum of the absolute difference) which is
basic operation of the motion estimation in the H.264 [45] is discussed.

With tree height

reduction technique, loop level parallelism can be employed such that all 256 Iterations in
the loop can be mapped to 32 PEs.

Operation can be divided into two phases: an SAD

accumulation phase and a partial sum phase.

In the SAD accumulation phase, each PE

performs eight SAD accumulations such that 32 PEs perform 32 independent eight series
of SAD accumulation operations in parallel. In the partial summation phase, 32 partial
accumulation results are added up into single sum in following 5 cycles using tree structure
as shown in Figure. To handle the increase of dynamic range due to summation, data are
extended to 16 bit-width in the summation phase.
For controller design, Input/Output control can be managed in PES level, i.e. global
controller will manage the memory input/output accesses. For operations control, a single
type of controller are required, 32 PEs share this controller which has two phases –
accumulation and summation.

For memory accesses, in the accumulation phase, 64 8-bit

image data are fetched into PEs directly in a single cycle. In the partial summation phase,
several 16-bit data are fetched and arranged to provide tree structure addition through the
XBSN.

5.2.3. Mapping of three different filter operations
In this section, a mapping of three different types of filter operation onto FleXilicon
architecture will be discussed. Three filter applications are a DFT (Discrete Fourier
Transform) block for a GPS (Global Positioning System), a GSM pulse shaping filter, and
an MP3 cosine filter.
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In this thesis, the DFT loop for the GPS was implemented in 16-way LLP with 8-bit ×
8-bit MAC operation for given 160 frequency bin (500Hz) and 8 hypothesis 2-D search
area.

A GSM pulse shaping filter in modulator was implemented, which is used to

attenuate sidelobes of GSM modulation signals [46].

This filter was implemented with

16-bit × 8-bit MAC operations. The cosine filter for MP3 was implemented, which is used
for generation of sub-band frequency domain signals and consumes around half of total
decoding cycles.

This filter was implemented with 16-bit × 16-bit MAC operations.

The mapping results of the loop for GPS, GSM, and MP3 filter implementation are
shown in Fig. 61, Fig. 62, and Fig. 63, respectively. As shown in Fig. 61, for GPS
implementation, 16 PEMs are used for 16 concurrent inner loop operations, where a single
PEM are used for a single 8-bit × 8-bit MAC operation.
operations are executed sequentially.

In each PEM, 160 MAC

All required memory accesses for input data and

coefficient data can be done through XBSN and LMs accordingly.
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Fig. 61. Mapping results of GPS implementation.
Fig. 62 shows the mapping results of GSM implementation. Eight concurrent inner
loop operations are executed in 16 PEMs, where two PEMs are used for a single 16-bit ×
8-bit MAC operation. Within two PEMs, five MAC operations are executed sequentially.
As shown in Fig. 63, for MP3 implementation, 16 PEMs are used for 4 concurrent inner
loop operations, where four PEMs are used for a single 16-bit × 16-bit MAC operation.
Within four PEMs, 32 MAC operations are executed sequentially.

All required memory

accesses for input data and coefficient data can be done through XBSN and LMs
accordingly.
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Fig. 62. Mapping results of GSM implementation
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Fig. 63. Mapping results of MP3 implementation
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5.3. Performance Comparison
5.3.1. Performance estimation
The performance of FleXilicon was profiled with SystemC model and compared with
ARM processor [49] and TI 320C64xx DSP chip [50].

ARM processor based on the

RISC architecture is widely used as embedded processors. TI 320C64xx DSP is high-end
DSP chips and adopts an 8-way VLIW architecture. ARMCC compiler, TI C compiler
were used for compilation of C-language codes or assembly codes. ARM emulator and TI
DSP simulator were used for profiling of the execution CPU clock cycles.

Profiling

results for the three different architectures did not include steps for preload of initialization
data.
Simulation results for the Viterbi decoder and the 16×16 SAD operation are shown in
Table 6.

The top entry of a cell represents the number of cycles or the execution time,

and the bottom entry (in bold) is the ratio of FleXilicon to the particular item.

For the

Viterbi decoder, the numbers of clock cycles required for updating the state metric for one
stage were profiled for the three different processors. FleXilicon requires only 12 cycles
for the update, while about 16,200 cycles for the ARM processor and 3,400 cycles for the
TI DSP.

The reduction ratio of the cycles for FleXilicon is 1,351 over the ARM

processor and 283 over the TI DSP.

Assuming FleXilicon running at 1 GHz, the speedup

for FleXilicon is about 2,180 times over the ARM processor and about 235 times over the
TI DSP.

FleXilicon also reduces the number of clock cycles and the execution time for

SAD calculations over the other two implementations, but the reduction ratios are smaller
than that for the Viterbi decoder.

The speedup of FleXilicon for the SAD calculations is

452 over the ARM processor and 4.73 over the TI DSP. Note that the results were
obtained for single PES for FleXilicon, and the number of PESs can be scaled readily for
further speedup, if needed.
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TABLE 6. PERFORMANCE OF FLEXILICON FOR VITERBI AND SAD OPERATIONS
Viterbi decoder

16x16 SAD

Frequency

Cycles

Execute
Time(us)

Cycles

Execute
Time(us)

FleXilicon

1 GHz

12

0.012

13

0.014

ARM 1176

620 MHz

16,218
1351.5

26.16
2179.9

3,923
301.8

6.33
452.0

TI C64xx

1.2 GHz

3,399
283.3

2.83
235.8

74+
5.7

0.062
4.73
+

Using TI optimized library

Simulation results for three different MAC operations are shown in Table 7.
“Cycles/MAC” in the table indicates the average number of clock cycles per MAC
operation, which is a good metric for architectural performance.

The results show that

FleXilicon requires less number of clock cycles over the ARM processor and the TI DSP
for the three filter implementations.

The speed-up is larger for the GPS, which is as large

as 81.5 over the ARM processor.

This is because the GPS requires low precision

multiplications (8-bit × 8-bit) to result in high degree of parallelism for FleXilicon owing
to the proposed DASM scheme and the SWP.

The average number of clock cycles per

MAC operation is also less for FleXilicon over the ARM processor and the TI DSP, and
the reduction ratio is greater for the GPS than the other two processors.

The reduction

ratio of the clock cycles/MAC operation is dependent on the architecture alone, not the
speed of the underlying circuit.

Therefore, we can state that the architecture of FleXilicon

is superior to the other two competing processors, especially for low precision
multiplications.
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TABLE 7. PERFORMANCE OF
GPS (8b×8b)
Cycles/
Cycles
MAC

FleXilicon
ARM920T

TI C64xx

2565

0.06

209,105

5.1
81.5

28,925

0.71
11.3

FLEXILICON FOR FILTER OPERATIONS
GSM (16b×8b)
Cycles/
Cycles
MAC

3890

MP3 (16b×16b)
Cycles/
Cycles
MAC

0.15

4,619

129,900
5.15
33.4+

43,869

18,589

12,497

0.74

0.33
3.17
13.3

4.8

0.9
2.7

+

Using optimized assembly codes

There is no way to perform apple-to-apple comparison with other reconfigurable
architectures since those are not available to perform tests. Besides, we can compare the
performance relatively to other processors like ARM, TI DSP, which we can easily access
based on publications. The MorphoSys [26] consumes 3.89 times less cycles in SAD
operation compared to TI DSP TMS320C64x while the FleXilicon consumes 5.7 times less.
When considering operating frequency, FleXilicon runs much faster 1GHz compared to
100MHz of MorphoSys, which results in much higher performance improvement.

The

PACT XPP [27] consumes 10 times less cycles in Viterbi operations compared to TI DSP
while the FleXilicon 1,350 times less.

5.3.2. Analysis of performance gain on Viterbi
The simulation results in Table 6 intrigued me to find out sources of the performance
gain for FleXilicon.

To the end, the performance gain factors of FleXilicon over

ARM1176 processor for the case of the Viterbi decoder was analyzed. Four performance
factors for the Viterbi decoder, namely op/loop, op/inst, cycles/inst, and LLP were
considered. The “op/loop” indicates the number of operations necessary to update 28
(=256) states for a 256-iterative loop.

The “op/inst” indicates the number of operations
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executed per instruction for the loop, and “cycles/inst” the number of cycles per instruction.
The LLP, as usual, denotes the number of loops which can be executed simultaneously.
The parameter values are shown in Table 8.
times over ARM 1176.

FleXilicon improves the “op/loop” by 4

This improvement for FleXilicon is due to optimization of the

loop body through operation sharing and data reuse.

However, such an optimization is

not feasible for ARM 1176 processor, since the optimization requires additional instruction
cycles combined with the scarcity of registers for data reuse. The “op/inst”, the number
of operations per instruction, is 2.5 for FleXilicon, since FleXilicon can execute multiple
operations for single instruction using reconfigured datapath.
ARM 1176.

However, it is only 0.33 for

In other words, execution of single Viterbi decoder operation requires

execution of three instructions, on average. We noticed that many Viterbi operations are
for data move, load/store, and branch instructions as well as arithmetic operations, some
which such as load/store requires multiple instructions for the ARM processor.

In

contrast, all of those instructions can be implemented in one clock cycle for all instructions
for FleXilicon.

Finally, the largest gain comes from LLP, which is 32 for FleXilicon and

one for the ARM processor.

The four gain parameters explain the overall performance

gain of 1,351 for FleXilicon over ARM 1176.

TABLE 8. PERFOMANCE PARAMETERS FOR A VITERBI DECODER
FleXilicon

ARM 1176

Improvement

op/loop

960

3840

4

op/inst

2.5

0.33

7.5

cycles/inst

1.00

1.39

1.39

LLP

32

1

32

Total Cycles

12

16,218

1,351.5
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5.3.3. Memory transfer
As mentioned in the earlier chapter, the memory bandwidth is a critical design
parameter affecting performance.

Therefore, the external data transfer rates between the

memory of the host processor and local memories of FleXilicon for five applications, and
internal data transfer rates between local memories and PEMs within FleXilicon were
analyzed. As shown in Table 9, the highest external memory transfer rate of 499 MB is
required for read operations of the GSM application.

The required maximal internal

memory transfer rate reaches up-to 48.9 GB/s for read operations of the SAD application.
FleXilicon can support a high internal memory bandwidth of up to 64 GB/s.

In fact, it

was noticed that FleXilicon does not cause any memory bottleneck for all the applications.
The required maximal memory transfer rate is relatively low in FleXilicon, as a good
portion of input and intermediate data is reused within the local memory to reduce the need
for external memory transfers.

Note that the required transfer rate can be achieved

readily by a conventional DMA (Direct Memory Access) or a memory bus coupled with an
on-chip secondary SRAM and off-chip SDRAM (Synchronous DRAM).

The reuse rate

R is calculated as R = 1 - (External Transfer Rate / Internal Transfer Rate) and is also
shown in the table 9.

The table shows high reuse rates for read operations for all

applications except MP3.

A higher reuse rate leads to less frequent external memory

accesses, which reduces the amount of the external data transfer.
TABLE 9. DATA TRANSFER RATE BETWEEN MEMORIES
Apps

External
transfer rate (MB/s)

Internal
transfer rate (GB/s)

Reuse Rate

Ext. Read

Ext. Write

Int. Read

Int. Write

Read

Write

Viterbi

153.8

9.6

24.61

4.92

99.38%

99.80%

SAD

38.5

0.3

48.92

9.61

99.92%

99.99%

MP3

249.4

498.8

2.24

0.498

88.87%

0.00%

GPS

499.0

199.6

16.96

0.199

97.06%

0.00%

GSM

28.3

108.0

19.59

1.67

99.86%

93.53%
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TABLE 10. MAXIMUM MEMORY USAGE IN APPLICATIONS
Apps

RAM

ROM

Viterbi

0.81 KB

0.00 KB

SAD

2.50 KB

0.00 KB

MP3

3.38 KB

2.00 KB

GPS

1.75 KB

5.00 KB

GSM

0.33 KB

0.47 KB

Major resource necessary to run different applications on FleXilicon is memory.

To

assess whether the 16 kB local memories are enough, we profiled maximum memory usage
of RAM and ROM data required for the five example applications, and they are shown in
Table 10.

The RAM data for an application includes input stream data, intermediate

results, and output stream data.

The ROM data is for filter coefficients, which are static

during the execution. The MP3 application requires the largest RAM size of 3.38 KB
because of a higher tap count for the filter and the GSM of the smallest size of 0.33KB.
Based on memory usage analysis, 16 KB local memory is enough for all the five tasks,
even they run simultaneously.

5.3.4. Configuration overhead
FleXilicon architecture adapts the LUT based controller to provide flexible controller
design.

In this section, configuration overhead of the proposed controller is discussed in

terms of utilization, speed and reconfiguration time.

Table 11 shows implementations of

controllers in random logic and on a FPGA. Controllers were designed in SystemC and
converted into synthesizable HDL using Synopsys.
onto a Xilinx Virtex2 FPGA [51].

Then, it was synthesized and mapped

As shown in the table, a controller for the Viterbi

decoder and a 16×16 SAD block can be implemented with 116 and 77 NAND2 equivalent
gates, respectively, which is highly efficient compared with other existing reconfigurable
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architectures.

When the two controllers are mapped onto the FPGA, we noticed that each

one occupies less than 3% of the available resources for a Xilinx Virtex2 xc2v40, which is
the smallest version of the Virtex2 family.
The timing analysis results for both FSMs on a Xilinx Virtex2 xc5vlx30 speed grade-3
suggest that the FSM for SAD can run up to 871MHz and one for Viterbi 646MHz.

This

implies that the FPGA speed is the limiting performance factor for FleXilicon when a
conventional FPGA is employed as the controller.

The issue may be addressed with high

speed FPGAs and optimization of LUT blocks.

Other alternatives are adoption of

reconfigurable controller such as CPLD (Complex Programmable Logic Device) and PLA
(Programmable Logic Array).

As mentioned earlier in Section 1.3, LUT design is beyond

the scope of the research, but we note optimal LUT design was important issue.
TABLE 11. IMPLEMENTATIONS OF A CONTROLLERS
FPGA Resource
# logic gates

# Slices

# F/F

# LUT

Delay

Viterbi decoder

115.9

9

10

16

1.546ns+

16x16 SAD

76.8

8

9

14

1.144ns+
+xc5vlx30 speed grade-3

The current configuration of controller has 128 CLBs with 1024 LUTs and 1024 F/Fs,
which is equivalent to a Xilinx Virtex2 xc2v80.
thorough the system bus from the host.

The configuration stream is transferred

The maximum size of the configuration bits for

the controller including LUTs, and the mapping memory is 73.64 kB, and the
reconfiguration time is around 37.7 µs assuming the system bus speed of 1GB/s (32-bit at
250MHz).
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CHAP. 6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this thesis, a new coarse-grained reconfigurable architecture called FleXilicon for
multimedia and wireless communications was presented. Existing reconfigurable
architectures were surveyed and compared.

Based on comparisons, the coarse-grained

architecture was chosen as target architecture.

New categorization of coarse-grained

reconfigurable architectures was introduced based on execution model underlying
processing elements, which are two different types: datapath oriented and instruction
oriented architecture. Resource utilization issue in existing datapath oriented architecture
was investigated.

Based on the investigation, the instruction oriented architecture was

chosen as target architecture.
The loop level parallelism (LLP) was considered as the execution model to utilize
multiple processing elements which are given in the coarse-grained reconfigurable
architectures.

When employing LLP into the instruction oriented architecture, major

shortcomings with existing instruction oriented architectures were observed. There are
three design issues that should be addressed for efficient LLP support on the instruction
oriented architecture. Based on the observation, a new architecture which mitigates the
shortcomings was proposed.

The new proposed architecture has three major features -

wider memory bandwidth, a reconfigurable controller, and flexible word-length support to
resolve the issues in the instruction oriented reconfigurable architecture. Analysis on the
impact of design parameters: the number of processing elements, the scaling method of
PES, the structure of processing element and ALU was made.
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In this thesis, FleXilicon was implemented in VLSI using 65nm CMOS process
through a classical schematic capturing method and a synthesis method.

High speed

circuit design of building blocks in the proposed architecture can achieve a high speed
operation up to 1GHz.

New high speed adder for low precision addition was proposed

and the performance comparison of adders was presented. Area and power consumption
of VLSI implementation were estimated and compared against other processors.
To estimate the performance of FleXilicon, the processor was modeled in SystemC and
five different types of applications commonly used in wireless communication and multimedia applications were implemented and its performance was compared with an ARM
processor and a TI DSP.

The simulation results indicate that FleXilicon reduces the

number of clock cycles and increases the speed for all five applications. The reduction and
speedup ratios are large as two orders of magnitude for some applications.
FleXilicon architecture differentiates in many factors compared to conventional
architectures.

Compared to conventional processors like DSPs, CPUs, since FleXilicon

has no instruction decoder and instruction cache, it has less instruction processing cost.
This reduces significant area cost and enables scalable design.

However, because the

instruction processing is done by the FSM based flow control, FleXilicon is suitable for
data processing dominant loop operations, is not for control dominant long length
programs.

To resolve this limitation, FleXilicon operates as an accelerator and requires a

host processor.

FleXilicon provides more flexible data processing operations through

configured instructions while conventional processors are limited to pre-determined
instruction set.

In addition, FleXilicon provides massive parallelism compared to

conventional VLIW processors, SIMD processors owing to flexible wide bandwidth
memory access and less instruction processing cost.

Even with this discrepancy, the

instruction oriented architecture FleXilicon is more similar to conventional processors
compared to datapath oriented reconfigurable architectures.
In comparison with conventional FPGAs, there are some differences.

First,

FleXilicon is a coarse grained architecture which is more efficient for datapath mapping
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and requires less configuration data.

Second, datapath in FleXilicon operates in

guaranteed operating frequency. In FleXilicon, only flow control parts are mapped into
LUTs.

Recently, conventional FPGAs embed coarse grained word-level blocks like

multipliers, adders and shifters.

However, these hybrid FPGAs are datapath oriented

while FleXilicon is instruction oriented.
For future work, there are several topics to be investigated further.

First, even though

the proposed architecture shows significant performance improvement, one major
limitation is that performance is limited to LUT based controller. More functionality in
LUT based controller might slow down the operating frequency of the controller which
results in performance degradation of the proposed architecture.

To address this issue,

further research on efficient structure of LUT based controller is required.

Second,

although the feasibility and the applicability of the proposed architecture were presented
through simulation and estimation, it is required that VLSI implementation is fabricated
into real silicon and all the data is obtained through the measurement from the silicon.
Additionally, SOC embedding FleXilicon should be implemented to see if any hidden
performance bottleneck in the system level exists.

Finally, considering the

implementation of five different applications was done through manual mapping, for better
productiveness and easy adaptation to industry, it is needed to automate the loop mapping
process using the compiler.

To generate the efficient loop mapping results, various

compiler techniques should be adapted and investigated as mentioned earlier.
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